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Final approval
Budget cuts top
·board's agenda
Staff Report

Final approval of the 1992-93
budget will be one of the main
items on the agenda of the Murray State University Board of
Regents meeting May 9 at 2
p.m. in the board room in Wells
Hall.
The final cuts, expected to be
approved, include an estimated
$1,085,313 cut in programs
under academic affairs and an
estimated $862,803 cut from
the six colleges, said James
Booth. provost and vice presi·
dent for academic affairs.
Other items on the tentative
agenda include:
• A report from the finance and
audit committee concerning
audits for the year ending June
30, 1991, including the National Collegiate Athlet ic
Association audit report, the
federal fmancial assistance pro·
grams report and the WKMS

f
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Photo by CHERI STUART

HITTING THE BOOKS
From left , Rachael Creighton, a sop homore sports · med icine major from Sturgis, and Lori Lynn, a junior
communications disorders major from Clarksville, Tenn., get In some valuable study time. Many students across
campus will be cramming over the weekend In preparation for final examinations. See related story page 1 B.

FM radio's corporation for
public broadcasting annua l
financial report.
• The finance and audit committee will also review t he
mechanics of the two percent
salary deduction, r eport on a
correction in dining fees,
discuss an extended campus ac·
tivity fee and the r ead an audit
management letter.
• Personnel changes including
recommendation on appointment of a chairperson in the
department of health, physical
education and recreation, appointment of a chairperson in
the depart m ent of office
systems and business education, appointment of a chairper·
son in the depart ment of
his t ory, a ppointment of a
chairperson in the department
Please see AGENDA
Back Page

New academic year brings changing of Regents
Julian emphasizes learning

Regent remembers success
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S _ _ _ ____cuts at the Univ~rsity, said

By AMY GREWE

Editor In Chief

Staff Writer

Placing an emphasis on
teaching and learning at Murray State University is a priority for recently elected Faculty
Regent Frank Julian.
"I have one overriding goal in
mind for the Board of Regents. I
want a new direction for the
University; one that reflects an
emphasis on a teaching and
learning environment," Julian
said.
This priority mu s t be
reflected in any future budget

Graduation
set for May 9
Staff Report

1

'

~

Approximately 1,5 00
seniors will bid farewell to
Murray State Univers ity
May 9 during a . commencement ceremony.
Graduates will line up
at 9 a.m., Saturday, May 9
on Cutchin Field. The
' ceremony begins at 10
a.m. in Racer Arena. It
will include the reading of
names of graduates by col·
lege deans and degree
conferral.
Seniors will have a
meeting at 12:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, May 6 in
Lovett Auditorium to
discuss graduation.
There is no forma l
rehearsal for graduation,
said James Booth, provost
and vice president for
academic and student
affairs.

two faculty members ran for
Julian, wno for three years has Uie regents eeat was surprising,
been an associate professor of Julian said.
political science, criminology
"I was surprised there were
and legal studies.
only Louis (Beyer) and I runn"From my perspective, it ing. But realJy, it's not a job
(leaching and learning) must be anyone would want to do. You
reflected in the next budget," get nothing from this but
he said. "There would just be no headaches," he said.
reason for us to stress anything
The way in which the budget
else. And by saying that, I'm cuts were handled, and the fact
not suggest ing cuts in anything that the state will appoint a
that affected students. They are new Board of Regents, prothe reason that we're here."
Please see JULIAN
With the recent concern over
budget cuts, the fact that only
Back Page

Jim Hammack, history professor, first came to the ,...ate of
Kentucky to work on his doctorate, but he has accomplished
much more in his 24 years at
Murray State University.
"I had not at that time completed my dissertation when I
came to Murray State and the
bulk of the sources were in the
archives of the state," he said.
"It was convenient in terms of
completing my dissertation."
Hammack obtained his

Hammack said although he is
elected by the faculty, all
Regents share the same respon·
sibilities, such as overseeing
the Univers ity's financial
operations.
"I cannot vote on faculty
salaries, however," he said.
"The other parts of the budget I
can vote on, but faculty salaries
would be a conflict of interest."
Hammack said he is proud of
the accomplishments made
since he began his term.
Please see HAMMACK
Back Page

Wickliffe revamps exhibit
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center has completed a new
cemetery exhibit which will
both educate people and be sensiti ve t o the feelings of
minorities at the same time.
To celebrate the completion of
the exhibit, Murray State
U ni ve r s ity 's archa eology
museum hosted a prehistoric
crafts demonstration April
25-26.
"Since it is so recent, we want
to announce the exhibit," said
director Kit Wesler. "It's like a
coming out party and getting a
little extra attention."
Included in the demonstrat ion was Jerry Wilson of Sparta, Ill., who demonstrated
prehistoric shell and bone tool
manufacturing. Susan Taylor
of Ki r kwood , Mo . ,
demonstrated finger-weaving
techniques.
The former cemetery exhibit,

which was created in 1932 by
" Most people will see the
amateur archaeologists, was plastic skeletons and they are
closed because some felt the so similar to real bones that
display of human remains was this way they gain the same in·
insensitive to native formation as before, but being
Americans.
sensitive to the needs of
Wesler said th e exhibit minorities at the same time,"
begins with a panel of the he said.
museum's policy and why peoCarstens said people can
ple should study human learn a lot from the exhibit.
remains.
" We can learn empathy
Wesler also said they hope to toward the problems the native
add to it in time and they Americans have been up
should not bave any oojections against," he said. "Too fre·
to it.
quently we look at Europe as
"We had native American our roots. Instead we should
representatives we were work· look at the roots of our nation."
ing with all along and they
Carstens said it is very imporwere who were most interested tant for students to view the
in changing the exhibit," he exhibit.
said. "We hope to continue
" I take them over there as
working with them to work out much as I can," he said. "They
any potential problems that are enthralled with the informight come up."
mation available to them. It
Ken Carstens, professor of shows how stately, reserved
sociology, anthropology and
Please see WICKLIFFE
social work, said people should
enjoy viewing the display.
Back Page
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As the 1991-92 academic year begins to
wind down, it is a time to review upon the year.
Murray State University students, faculty,
staff and administrators were faced with many
tough issues this year ranging from budget cuts
and Increases in food services, housing and the
student activity fee. The academic year also
brought a new building to campus and several
concerts.
This week, The Mu"ay State News takes a
look at these important stories in review.
Stories on Pa e 5
Graphic by &RYAN T. ADAMI
_ _....

bachelor's and master 's degrees
at Memphis State University
before joining the staff at MSU
in 1968. He received his doctorate from the University of
Kentucky in 1972.
Since coming to MSU, Ham·
mack has served on the Faculty
Senate. He was first elected to a
three-year term as Faculty
Regent in 1986. In 1989 he was
elected to serve a second term.
"I was very grateful that the
faculty had enough confidence
to re-elect me for that position,"
he said.
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Photo furnished by INFORMATION SERVICES

Over the years many Murray State University students have
made use of the resources and research opportunities provided
by t he Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. The center has
recently completed a new exhibit that will be sensitive to the
feelings of minorities.

Food service hours

Index

Here's your last chance to grab your
favorite meal at Winslow Cafeteria.
Murray State University food services
will close the campus eating establishments for the spring semester during
the week of,final examinations.
Hart Hall Dell will close at 7 p.m. and
Fast track will close at 8 p.m. May 7.
The Stables will close at 7 p.m. and
Winslow Cafeteria will close at 6:30
p.m. Maya.
The Thoroughbred Room will remain
open 8 a.m. through 1 p.m. May 9. The
Sugar Cube will also be open 9 a.m.
through 1 p.m. May 9.
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Courts' importance explained
Kentucky Supreme Court justice addresses crowd
By_LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

In the litigious society in
which Americans live, the role
of the Supreme Court is changing rapidly, said Kentucky
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Robert Stephens.
Stephens addressed students,
faculty, staff and community
members during the annual
Harry Lee Waterfield lecture
April 23 in Wrather West Kentucky Museum auditorium. His
speech was titled "Role of the
Court in Ensuring Social
Justice."
"Americans are today and
have always been a litigious
society," Stephens said. "Re·
cent decades have seen a
dramatic explosion of legal
practice," he said.
He said French political
philosopher Alexis deToqueville commented on the
ability of Americans to file
lawsuits during his career in
the 1800s.
The rationale tor the litigation can be attributed to the
framework ofthe U.S. Constitution which allows Constitutional questions to be decided
by the judicial branch of
government, he said.
"Questions left by the
framers ultimately fell to the
courts,'' Stephens said.
"Courts, the theory ran, decide
one case at a time."
He said the vagueness of the
Constitution calls for interpretation by the courts.

Judges also face two roles in
the interpretation of the Constitution - judicial activism
and judicial restraint.
He said judicial activism has
taken on a broader range in the
last 25 years ranging from
racial issues, bilingual issues,
standardized tests and drug
testing.
"That judicial activism has
led to much social change in
this country," Stephens said.
"Today, most of these practices
have disappeared or been
dramatically altered."
The explosion in judicial matters has placed the burden of
deciding the cases to state
courts because the federal level
is overloaded. He said an example of this was the 1990 Kentucky Supreme Court decision,
Rose u. Council, that established the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
"Citizens can ·expect more
decisions on state issues," be
said. "This is an example of the
dramatically growing trend in
America."

NEWSBRIEFS
Germany trip planned
'

Murray State University students will have a chance to see
Germany and obtain credit for German 102 through a special
program this winter.
Students can obtain credit by participating in the three
week trip Dec. 19 to Jan. 9. Cost is $1,190 which includes
round-trip airfare, hotel accomodations, two meals and
several excursions.
Students should enroll in German 101 this fall and credit
will be given after the trip is completed. Twenty students
have signed up, and the program can accomodate 10 more.
Additional information is available by contacting Dieter
Jedan at 762-4522.

College of Education wins grant
The Murray State University College of Education's school
services office has received a grant from the Kentucky
Department of Education, Division of Staff Development.
This grant will allow Murray State to expand its support of
the Kentucky Education Reform Act by funding the design of
a staff development for regional primary school teachers
which will be delivered via interactive television.

Emeritus Club members honored

Prior to the lecture, the
department of political science,
criminal justice and legal
studies awarded 10 $1,200
Harry Lee Waterfield ScholarPhoto by JUD COOK
ships. Winners included James
Cutchin, Jennifer Wells,
Aretha Austin, Mary Brisen· •
dine, Rennie Church, Chip Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Robert Stephens addressed
Adams, Kathy Blackburn, Matt students , faculty, staff and community members during the anDonkin, Eric Gibson and Lori nual Harry Lee Waterfield lecture April 23 In the Wrather West
M. Webb.
Kentucky Museum .

Murray drivers must buckle up beginning July 1

The newest members of the Murray State University's exclusive Emeritus Club were honored April 24 as part of the
annual Alumni Weekend.
"
Membership in the Emeritus Club is attained by alumni
celebrating the 50th anniversary of their graduation. The ,
class of 1942 was welcomed into membership this year at the
noon luncheon in the Curris Center ballroom.
William Harold (Hal) Riddle, a 1942 graduate of Murray ~
State, was the guest speaker for the Emeritus Club Lunch
this year.

Henley serves as PADD chairman
Melvin Henley, chairman of the department of chemistry
at Murray State University, will serve as the first chairman
of the Purchase Water Supply Planning Council.
He was elected at an organizational meeting of the planning council April 21 at the Purchase Area Development
District (PADD) headquartered in Mayfield.
Made up of representatives of cities, counties, water suppliers, water producers and water distributors in the Jackson
Purchase Area, the planning council is intended to protect .
the drinking water Sl;lpply in the eight-county area.
-

By STACEY CRO_O
_K
_ _ __
Reporter

Since a statewide mandatory
seatbelt law failed to pass the
Kentucky General Assembly
this session, the Murray city ordinance requiring motorists to
buckle up will take effect July
1.

The House of Representatives
passed a bill by a 52-43 vote
that would require drivers and

passengers to wear their seat
belt.
The bill was defeated in the
Senate 20-19. Lt. Gov. Paul Patton cast the tie breaking vote
against the proposal. Representative Mike Ward, (D·
Louisville), said Lt. Gov. Patton
felt the law was an infringement of personal freedoms.
The House bill would have
made failure to comply a secon-

dary violation. Ward, bill spon·
sor, said the proposed law
would have required all persons
in a motor vehicle to wear a
seat belt.
A $25 fine could be assessed
for each person not in accor·
dance with the law. Ward said
the only exception would be
when all seat belts are in use.
For example, if a truck only has
two seat belts and four people

are in the truck, the two belts
must be in use.
The Murray ordinance makes
not wearing a seatbelt is a
secondary violation. Drivers
and passengers can only be
·written citations for failure to
comply if the vehicle is $topped
for some other infraction.
The bill cannot be brought up
until the next legislative
session.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

·

• Workshop. Department of elementary and secondary education will
present a workshop for individuals who provide care for school age
children from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. In the Mississippi Room of the Currls
~nter Saturday. A fee of $15 includes lunch. Call (502) 762-376~ for
reservations and Information.
• Meet~Jlg. Murray State's Board of Regents wfll meet May 9 In the
Board of Regents Room in Wells Hall at a time to be announced.
• Halls Close. Residence Halls will close May 9 at 9 a.m. for summer.
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Stewart honored
Iat Alumni dinner
University and completed it at
Florida State.
1 Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman Stewart has been a faculty
J of the Murray State departmember since 1962 and chairment of health, physical educa- man of the department since
tion and recreation, received 1965.
the 1992 Distinguished ProThe Stewart family has
fessor Award fro m the Alumni become a legacy at Murray
State. Stewart followed his
Association.
• The award was presented dur- father's footsteps on the Mur·
ing the annual Alumni and ray State faculty and as chair• Friends Banquet Saturday, man of the same department.
1 April 25.
"A Stewart has been a part of
I Stewart said he was surprised the Murray State faculty f01· 60
and pleased about receiving the years. My dad, Roy Stewart,
taught here before I did,'' he
award.
"My first reaction was one of said.
surprise," he said. "On a more
Stewart, who will be retiring
serious note, I began looking at this year from teaching, said he
the faculty who have received has enjoyed his job at MSU.
the award prior to me. It's very
"Murray State has been great
humbling. It is a great honor." to me and I've really enjoyed
Stewart is a graduate of Mur- wor king here. I've enjoyed my
ray State. He began his job, the people and the students
here," he said.
1 master's degree at Indiana
1

Fines can delay grades
"'

By KATHY EIDSON

By MICHELE CARLTON

: Assistant News Editor

I

I

Dr. Chad Stewart (right) , chairman of the department of health,
physical education and recreation, received the !D istinguished
Professor Award from the MSU Alumni Association . Tim
Schlosser, a junior from Mayfield, recelved a $500 scholarship
named In honor of Dr. Stewart.

I .
!Knowledge of .rights tested

New ·law changes licensing

I

•

nected with the criminal justice
: By TERESA MAYS
department,"
she said.
: Senior Staff Wnter
said
the four groups
Ward
: Kn~wing one's r ights accor: ding to the U.S. Constitution were divided into 50 people
• can be beneficial to one's way of each.
The survey was delivered to
~ life.
the
participants a week after
: However:, there are some peoSpring
Break, and they receiv: ple, even Murray State Univer·
ed
the
results
last week , Ward
: sity student s and faculty, who
said.
: do not know their rights and
Ward said the participants
: what rights are included in the
were
asked 15 questions concer·
; Constitution.
ning the Constitutional rights
: A survey which questioned of citizens.
· people about their rights in the
Ward said the most missed
: Constitution was sponsored by question dealt with which
: four Murray State criminal amendment applied the Bill of
; justice majors: Shawn Maxie of Rights to the states.
; Princeton; Julie Thomas of
Ward said the least missed
• Murray; Jennifer Croxton of question was the following:
:Eddyville; and Michelle Ward ''Under which amendment do
: of Murray.
you have the freedom to choose
: Ward said they took a total of your religion and openly ex: 200 questionnaires and press your opinion?"
:surveyed four groups: Murray
Results showed that people
! St ate faculty, MSU students, have a lack of knowledge about
I eighth graders from various their Constitutional 'r ights,
1junior' high ,schooM" and 12th mainly the Bill of Rights, Ward
• graders from different high said.
! schools.
Ward said faculty had the
"These people were not con- most correct answers, averag.

i

Some fees might not add up to
much, but others can.
Reporter
Many Murray State Universi"I can't ever find a parking
ty students are ready to get out space so I park at the nearest
of school and forget it ever ex- open spot - meaning that I pay
isted, at least until the fall $5 to $25 every time I do it,"
said Lea Fields, a sophomore
semester. that is.
But sometimes there are little art major from Mayfield.
Fields said she tries to pay
reminders which keep t his from
her bill off every month, but
happening.
most of the time she forgets unStudents who run to t he til
it is too late.
mailbox each day awaiting
There is a wide variety of fees
their grades, only to fi nd
anything but, can only think of and fines at Murray State.
Overdue books in the library,
two things: Did roy grades get
breakage and dorm damage
lab
lost in the mail, or did I forget
all fall into the fine category.
to pay a fine?
If a student did not pay fees
Most of the time it is because
the student forgot a par king or for items such as art supplies,
biology or chemistry labs or
library fine.
health
services, then he or she
The accounts receivable office
would
be
on the deferred payin Sparks Hall deals with any
ment
list
in the accounts
student who owes any money to
receivable
office.
the University.
Forgotten fees can cause
''Roughly 1,200 students a many problems wh en a student
semester have their grades wants to pre-schedule for the
held," said Anita Poyner, ac· next semester , or even
counts receivable manager.
graduate.

ing 55.87 percent correct;
MSU's students, 48.13 percent:
12th graders, 39.56 percent;
and eighth graders, 37.73
percent.
"We expected the results to
be higher because you usually
have history while you're in the
eighth grade, 11th grade or
12th grade." she said. ''The
results weren't what we expected them to be! '
Raco Holloway, a sophomore
medical technology major from
Hickman, said the last time she
had history was her junior yeru·
in high school.
"I didn't learn anything
while in high school," she said.
"The teacher should have been
more in-d-epth about the
Constitution."
. Ward said there is a way for
people to become more educated
on their rights.
"Individuals should get a
hold of the Constitution and
read it,'' she said. "People
should look for the knowledge
and pursue it."

Law eliminates waiting period for commercial test
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

A new Kentucky law hns drastically altered
the means of getting a commercial driver's
license.
Senate Bill 72. written by state Sen. David
Boswell of Owensboro, was signed into law by
Governor Brereton Jones Feb. 20, a little more
than a month after Boswell initially proposed
the bill.
In the law. the six month waiting period for
taking the written portion of the commercial
driver's license test has been removed.
Anyone who wants to take the test now just
pays a one time fee of $24 and can take the
test as many times aA necessary.
.
The grandfathering clause, which allowed
people who passed the written portion to skip
the skills test by getting someone to sign a
form 1>aying they had driven a vehicle of the
class they are applying fot·, is no more.
When someone passes the written portion
now, they must contact the Kentucky State
Police to !'et up an appointment to take the
1
skills test.
Michael Wilson, deputy11 clerk to Circuit
Court Clerk Ann P. Wilson, said the new law

has increased interest in getting a commercial
driver's license.
"We've had lines starting at 5 to 5:30 on
T uesday and Wednesday mornings for the
tests," Wilson said.
He said the absence of the grandfathering
clause did not seem to bother anyone.
"They had 15 months to be grandfathered,"
Wilson said. "Those who were in line, they
knew they wouldn't be grandfathered."
J ohnny Herndon, assistant director of Motor
Pool and Transportation Services at Murray
State, said his department hires 25 dr ivers to
handle its trucks that weigh more than 26,000
pounds.
A commercial dr iver's license is needed to
drive these trucks. He said he does not expect
the number of job applicants to increase with
the new law.
"If we hire someone, they will .have to meet
the cr iteria, such as a driver's license or will
soon take the test for a license," Herndon said.
A commercial driver's license is also needed
for hauling hazardous mater ials or driving for
non-profit organizations such as churches.

:YSTATE
DORM RESIDENTS
2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
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2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
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:
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Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m .; Sunday. n oon-2 p.m.
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BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Graduates should
give back to MSU

PATRICIA
CASH
Assistant News
Editor

It is the beginning of May and students are anxious to be out of school for the summer, whether to
be off to a job or, for the lucky ones, three months of
rest and relaxation from the rigors of homework.
None are more anxious to be out than the
graduating seniors. One more week and they will
be rid of school forever. Or will they?
Even though degrees may be completed and a new
life awaits beyond the horizon of graduation
ceremonies, those who receive a degree from this
University should not forget the value of their
degree in making that new life a reality and all the
people at Murray State who helped them to obtain
it.
Professors, deans, administration and staff helped
that degree become a reality and that should be
remembered in later years when it is time to give
back to the University what was gained from itsupport.
Alumni are the reason many graduates will be
able to receive their diplomas in the coming weeks.
They are an extremely valuable source of monetary
support for the University's educational programs.
Many scholarships and fellowships are available to
students through the generous contr ibutions of
Murray State alumni.
Once the degree has paid off, give back to the
source of that degree. Help students to achieve their
degrees and their new lives beyond the graduation
horizon.

People should know
constitutional rights

.

In a country that grants its citizens more individual rights than any other nation in the world,
it is sad that so many of those citizens do not know
or understand those rights.
It is important for students to know their rights so
they can exercise them when needed. Murray State
students can exercise their rights by attending the
Board of Regents meeting on graduation day, May
9, at 2 p.m. in the Board room of Wells Hall. The
final decision, affecting every student on this campus, concerning the budget for the 1992-93 school
year will be made at this meeting.
By attending such meetings and learning more
about the Constitution that governs this country,
perhaps better numbers would be derived from tests
of our knowledge concerning our basic rights.

..

Even if the nation's educational system may be
partly to blame for the lack of knowledge of the
Constitution, individuals should pick up a copy of it
and study their rights.

I

I
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LETI'ERS
~pology

offered for parking woes
tr t

To the Editor:
cessful Alumni Weekends ever
This letter of thanks to the held and are deserving of
campus for an all-out effort to special thanks! The Curris
make our alumni feel welcome Center and food service staff
for Alumni Weekend includes members were especially commended by our guests
an apology.
As was pointed out to me very throughout the weekend during
clearly Friday morning, many the many activities hosted in
students (and others I'm sure) the Curris Center. The com·
were inconvenienced by the ments from the guests about
closing of the Curris Center the excellent food, the
parking lot so that graduates of cleanliness and beauty of the
Murray State from 1929 buildings and grounds, the
through '42 would be able to warm hospitality extended
park near the building for the them by faculty, students and
Emeritus Club Luncheon. We staff is a tribute to the entire
should have found some way to campus. Thanks to everyone
disseminate information regar- who made this possible!
ding the closing of the lot prior
The support of information
to Friday. I apologize to those services, The Murray State
who were inconvenienced and News, printing and publica·
frustrated by this.
tions and the campus post office
Please note in your calendars in "getting the word out" was
that Alumni Weekend is critical to the success of all our
always the last weekend in events.
April and thus the Curris
Center parking lot will be
The College of Fine Arts and
reserved for ow· 50 year an- Communication was well
niversary and older graduates represented with talented peoon that Ft·iday each year. Our ple in events and activities for
thanks are extended to public the enjoyment of our alumni.
safety for their courtesy to our We were especially proud of the
alumni as they aiTived on outstanding musical entertainFriday.
ment at the Alumni and
Many, many people helped to Friends Banquet and the Tarmake this one of the most suc- tan Ball. The help of Friends of

Oakhurst with the Ball was
invaluable.
The Student Ambassadors
and Student Alumni Association members are to be commended for all their hospitality
and hard work. Our guests
were impressed with the
friendliness and enthusiasm of
our students (and totally amaz.
ed at Mudballl).
My warmest accolades are
reserved for the staff of the office of alumni affairs: Patti
Jones, assistant director of
alumni affairs; Brenda Hart,
administrative secretary; and
Betty Warner, bookkeeper as
well as our student workers
Nancy Mcintire, Monica Wad·
dell, Chris Lane, Amy Smith
and Rachel Olsen.
We appreciate the support
and involvement of Dr. and
Mrs. Kurth, Don Kassing, Jim
Booth, Don Robertson and our
deans in all our events.
A very special thanks is extended to each person at Murray State who had a part in
making this Alumni Weekend
such an enjoyable experience
for all those in attendance.
Donna Herndon
Director of Alumni Affairs

Eric Walker
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TM Murray Stau New• is pubhahecl weekly during Call and lpfing Mmellera except
during holiday and examination ~riods.
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Freedom does not ensure funding
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
Hank Drew's one-sided defense
of government-subsidized art (A
& E, April 17, pg. 11) and his
implication that this subsidy is
provided for within the First
Amendment , which
guarantees , among othe,r
things, freedom of speech.
While Drew does point out
the dangers of government. in·
doctrination through the
government ' s abil i ty to
withhold funding from certain
groups, he fails to address the
fundamental problem of
government subsidies.
Perhaps this is because we
sometimes fail to look at "the
government" as the collection
of the wilJs of millions of
AmcricanB. In this • nse, Lhe
government does not subsidize
anything. The only true subsidizers are "we the people,"

and "we the people" have every
right to object as to how our
government spends our money.
A government subsidy, by
nature, must support the views
of the people who comprise that
government. To do less than re·
quire accountability for our
government spending is to
shirk our responsibilities as
citizens.
The First Amendment
guarantees ''Congress shall
make no law ,, . abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the
p1·ess.... " It does not, however,
say that the government must
fund our ideas or print our
books. In light of this, certainly
less opposition would have been
expressed toward a Map·
plethorpe or Serrano if
Amer ican!'l had not discovered
a nd become outraged that their
tax money was being used to
subsidize art which ridiculed
their values. These Americans

are not crying "censorship,"
but rather "don't spend my tax
dollar on this."
In "Concern arises for amend·
ment," Dr. Roy Hatton points
out, that "the major problem
with a democracy" is that "we
tend to support the idea with
which we agree" and oppose differing ideas. This is a problem
where majority rules at the ex·
pense of the minority, and to
solve this problem we must find
a way to beat the system.
To do this, let's reduce
government's role in subsidizing our lives and put that extra
tax money back in our pockets
so we can spend it as we chose.
If we wish to support Map·
plethorpe then so be it. Personally, I can cite several more
pressing concerns.
Shane Milburn
Senior

One of the most controversial
U.S. Supreme Court cases ever
heard, Roe v. Wade, is in the
news again because of the current Supreme Court justices
agreeing to hear a case concerning a Pennsylvania law that requires women to wait a day and
notify their spouses - or ·get
parental consent, in ·the case of
minors- before obtaining abor·
tions. With this case, many are
calling for the landmark Roe u.
Wade decision to be overturned.
I have never been able to
agree with anti-abortion ad·
vocates because I believe that
would take away part oT what
this country was built on and is
best known for - freedom for
its citizens. 1 do not believe
anyone has the right to tell a
woman what she can and cannot do with her body.
I know someone will bring up
the fact of the baby's rights.
Granted, this is a tough area to
come to a correct conclusion
about. However, if a woman is
prevented from having an abortion and she has a child she
does not want or love, what
kind of life would that child
have anyway?
There are also cases of babies
that will be born with severe
mental and physical defects
who will never be able to live a
normal life. If these factors are
found prior to the baby's birth, I
view letting it be born as both
ruthless and heartless for the
baby and the mother.
I am not alone in my belief
that government should stay
out of such a personal decision.
According to an article in the
April 27, 1992 issue of U.S.
News and World Report, 54 percent of Americans polled oppose
changing laws to make it more
difficult for a woman to get an
abortion.
It is already hard enough.
Many doctors, especially those
in rural areas, no longer perform abortions.
Even though there are abuses
of abortion such as viewing it as
a means of birth control. these
areas should not limit the
availability of abortions to
others. There will always be
abuses in cases such as abortion. However, we should
recognize that abortions' often
provide the only logical alternative in very difficult
circumstances.
The concern here is not
whether abortion is right or
wrong. It is whether the
government has the right to
legislate such a private matter.
The government has no place in
such an area.
It is hard to understand why
the government is withholding
support of the pro·choice
ideology when 54 percent of
Americans polled are pro-choice
in their beliefs.
I often wonder whether
members of the government
really believe that abortion
should be legislated and
whether they would think so if
a member of their family was
faced with a situation where
abortion might seem like the
only alternative. More likely, 1
would say, that many politicians oppose abortion simply to
maintain political support for
themselves.
Evidence of this belief can be
found in our own president. According to the same U.S. News
and World Report article,
"George Bush helped lead the
fight in Congress for aid to
family -planning programs.
When be became Ronald
Reagan's running mate in
1980, he abruptly shifted to a
strong anti-abortion stance."
If even our highest official
cannot make up his mind what
he believes in, let's leave the
decision up to the people who
know the situation best - the
women who are faced with the
consequences.
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Top ten stories of the year
1l

BUDGET:
__State shortfall results in cuts
a

State-mandated cuts in University
operating budgets because of a
shortfall in state revenue tops the
list of major stories of the 1991-92
academic year at Murray State
j• University.
On November 4, the Kentucky
' Council on Higher Education asked
· Murray State to trim more than $1.4
million from its $40,266,800 budget.
Kentucky officials announced that
the state had experienced a shortfall
' in revenue and statewide budget
.. cuts would follow with many cuts be•ing aimed at state universities. The
·amounts ranged from $700,000 for
' Kentucky State University to more

than $11 million for the University
of Kentucky.
In March, the Murray State
University Board of Regents approv·
ed a $4.5 million budget cut that af.
fected many departments at MSU
including academic affairs, University relations, student affairs, the
president's office and a two percent
pay cut for faculty and staff.
The board proposed that academic
affairs sustain a $2.87 million reduc·
tion in funding, $1.875 million cut in
University relations, $270,000 cut
in student affairs and a $58,000 cut
from the president's office.
Student wages and graduate

stipends will not be affected by the
budget cuts.
The departments have worked to
trim the budgets and proposals will
be presented at the May meeting of
the Board of Regents.
The board proposed to help offset
the budget cuts by raising student
fees in housing, food service and activities (please see related story on fee
increases).
Many forums and discussions between students, faculty and adPhoto by CHERI STUART
ministrators took place following
I
the March Board of Regents
meeting. Students also had a A crowd of students faculty staff and community members attend the Board of
referendum concerning the budget. Regents meeting In the Collin~ Center In March.

®a

~ ·Fees

face
7increases

Protests erupt

• Budget cuts resulted in in.creases in student fees for the
1992-93 academic year.
• · The Board of Regents voted in
JMarch to raise the student ac·tivity fee to $130 per semester
.from the current $55 fee. The
~ increased activity fee was approved by a 5-4 vote and only af.
fects those students who are
•enrolled full-time for
,undergraduates and graduate
students with nine or more
hours of course load. The activity fee for part-time students
· will be $65.
, The board also established a
.summer activity fee for
students taking classes in the
·summer at Murray State. The
summer fee will be $32.50. •
Housing and fOod services
prices also increased resulting
from the budget crunch and
other factors.
Food services increased prices
by 15 percent for board plans
and eliminated the most
popular option for students, the
Any-10 board plan. The cost for
the Any-15 plan will be $782
per semester and Any-19 will
be $828. All freshmen and
sophomores living in the
residence halls will be required
to purchase a board plan.

Many Murray State University students and faculty protested against budget cuts during the recent incidents on
campus.
Students organized an open
forum in which students ad·
dressed administrators about
the various issues involved in
the budget crunch March 24.
This forum followed an infor·
mal meeting March 20 between
students and President Ronald
J. Kurth.
The forum answered questions about cuts in personnel
such as reductions in faculty by
six to eight persons. Several of
those positions are vacant and
will not be filled.
Many questioned the cut for
the athletic department during
the forum. Michael Strickland,
Photo by .IUD COOK
athletic director, said the
President Ronald J. Kurth reviews notes before speaking at a athletic department sustained
student forum earlier thla semester.
a $450,000 expenditure cut.
The declining balance ac· rates for residence halls will be The cuts will be taken from
counts will be required to have $585 for a double room and funds in salaries, scholarships,
a minimum of $200 for each $885 for a private room. Woods positions and operating costs,
semester. Money remaining in Hall rooms will be $550 for dou- be said.
Any academic program that
this type of account may be car- ble occupancy and $820 for
faced phasing out would be
ried forward at the end of the privates.
eliminated gradually in two to
semester.
College Courts rent will in· four years.
Housing increased by 12 percent, and White Hall will crease to $270 per month for a
The forum resulted in the
become an upperclass private one bedroom and $325 per students taking a voice vote to
co-ed residence hall. The new month for a two bedroom· draft a referendum about the

®a
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Racers
take
OVC
.
.

-

.

Robert Allen, visiting lecturer In the department of English, protesta recent budget cuts.

budget concerns.
More than 700 Murray State
students voted in a referendum
which was sponsored by the
League to Establish Academic
Priorities on March 30 and
April 1 ih the Currie Center.
Results will be presented to the
Board of Regents.
Results revealed that many

students were against budget
cuts in academics. Approximately 92.6 percent of those
who voted said they were not
willing for the University to
lose academic programs to meet
the budget cuts, and 89.9 percent said the athletic department should be required to stay
in its budget.

®~

Events Center funded Medication withdrawn
Murray State University received state funding for the Regional
Special Events Center during the recent 1992 Kentucky General
Assembly.
Gov. Brereton Jones' budget allocated $8 million for the MSU
project, and the General Assembly approved the budget.
MSU hired an outside marketing ft.rm in the fall to conduct a
phonathon to raise money for the events center. The effort netted
more than $1.7 million.

Measles return

More than 1,500 Murray
State University students
received Measles-MumpsRubella immunization shots in
April following the report of
one confirmed case on
cammpus.
Student health services conducted the immunizations with

Budget cuts also forced the Murray State University student health services to stop distributing free medication ~o
students.
Roberta Garfield, administrator of student health services,
said the office cannot give out any over-the-counter medication

®a

Seat belts required

®a

additional help from Purchase
District Public Health Department. Immunizations were aug·
gested because of the confmned
measles case and the outbreak
of measles in Kentucky.
Immunizations were conducted for two days in the Curria Center ballroom.

7]Q
Basketball mania was running high earlier this semester
when the M~rray State University Racers won the Ohio
Valley Conference championship for the fifth consecutive
year.
The Racers beat Austin Peay to clinch the regular season
championship and receive a first-round bye In the OVC
tournament In Lexington's Rupp Arena.
The Racers beat Eastern Kentucky University 81-60 to
claim the conference championship and advance to the
NCAA tournament. MSU wu placed In the Mldweat
regional In Milwaukee where the team took on Arlalnaaa,
the former team of Racer head coach Scott Edgar. The
Racers lost the flret-round game to Arkansas.

fACVLTY

Dorm security improves
Students in several residence halla at Murray State University
learned the meaning of"don't leave home without it," earlier this
semester.
Housing installed card access systems in Woods, Regents, White,
Springer and Richmond halls this year. Installation of the system
cost $34,000 for the systems in White, Regents and Woods halls.
Housing said the office hopes to install the card access system in
all residence halls, but budget cuts may delay that process.
To use the system, a student must place his or her Racer Card into the reader. The reader decodes the card and determines if the
person has access to that residence hall
Housing said the office decided upon this system because of
security reasons, and the office hopes to make the residence halls
more secure.

St11dents will be required to
buckle up beginning July 1 in
Murray.
The Murray City Council in
February passed an ordinance
that requires all drivers and

1]

passengers of automobiles to
wear a safety belt.
The fine for not wearing a
seat belt will be $25, and the
law will be enforced by the
Murray Police Department.

®a

I and T
dedicated
A dream came true for many
Murray State University facul·
ty, staff, students and community members with the formal opening and dedication of
the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and
Technology in Septeltlber.
Former Kentucky governor
Collins, for whom the building
is named, addressed the crowd
at the dedication ceremony. She
said the center will help to attract the "best and brightest"
students to MSU.
A dream of 15 years became
reality that day for many current and former faculty
members in the College of Industry and Technology.

Photo by LEIGH LANDINI

A closer look at issues in the news
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HB lacks support
By DAVID B. SNOW
Reporter

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

EARTH DAY EFFORTS
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon recently participated In Earth Day activities designed to help clean up
the environment. The fraternity cleaned up an Illegal dumpslte on the east side of Murray for the Calloway
County Attorney's Office on April 25.

A bill repealing a Kentucky
law requiring most college
students to have hospitalization insurance died in the state
Senate last month without a
vote, despite strong approval in
the state House of
Representatives.
The bill to repeal the law was
passed in February by the Ken· \
tucky House of Representatives
by a vote of 83·9 and was sup·
ported by the Murray State
University administration and
the MSU Faculty Senate.
The law requires full·time
students at Kentucky's public
and private colleges to have in·
surance that pays for at least 14
days in the hospital and 50 percent of related doctor's fees. It
also require s part-time
students taking at least 75 percent of a full course load to have
similar insurance. House Bill
244 would have repealed the
law passed in the last Kentucky
legislative session two years
ago.
The bill's sponsor, Rep.
Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington,
said insurance costs, which he
estimated at $100 per semester,
have kept some people out of
college.

Fast food adds to trash

Top seniors chosen

By DAVID A. BURNETT

By JENNIFER MOORE

Reporter

Seven of them stand in front
of a shut-down dishwashing
line, each smells of discarded
burgers and uneaten spaghetti,
piled high with styro-to-go.
Later their contents will be
hauled off to some landfill
where a thousand years from
now they will still lie in silent
testimony to man's ability to
produce products that long
outlive their usefulness.
This potent ial mount ain of
garbage is the by.product of the
Food Court, alias the to-go-line,
which originally began as a
pJrrt; of Fast Track.
Food Court, the"".....
ia~e..a··""o'f Dor:
thy Miller, manager of food ser·
vices, was soon erijoying such
overwhelming popular ity that
food services was forced to move
into the main part of Winslow
rrhere it took over two !'!eldom
sed serving lines.
Unfortunately with the to·go
"'u"'""''~ .. came trash: styrofoam
paper cups, plast ic din·
napkins and a host of
garbage.
"We tried to get involved in
n-.cvL:Illll>' - " said Bill Benriter,

lt

r

Scorsone added that the law
wa s " an admini s trative
nightmare for colleges" and
was nearly impossible to
enforce.
According to Roberta Garfield, administrator and nurse
practitioner at Murray State's
student health services, the
law's future is uncertain.
"Governor (Brereton) Jones
has called a special session for
health matters this fall , so they
won't discuss it until the
November special session," she
said. "Therefore, it is highly
unlikely that they will be able
to implement the law next fall,
the way the wheels up there
move around."
"If Kentucky passes the law, it
has the obligation to have a decent policy," she said. "If it
were offered to all students, the
cost of the coverage would go
down."
Garfield said 12 percent of the
students in Kentucky said they
did not have medical insurance.
The current insurance policy
offered - termed the "bare
bones" policy - does not cover
pre-existing conditions such as
diabetes and epilepsy, seXJJally
transmitted diseases or mental
conditions such as depression or
eating disorders.

"For us I'd like to
be able to recycle
anything."

Reporter

- Bill Benriter

director of food services.
" For us I'd like to be able to
recycle anything as long as
ther e was some kickback for
food services that could be passed on as savings." he said.
"If there was a market for it
we would be remiss if we didn't
pursue it ," he said.
" We priced the difference between the disposable dishes and
hirin g people to run the
dishwasher,' ' Benriter said.
"Right now it is a little less ex·
pensive to use the styrofoam."
Te r ry Todd, purchasing
department food buyer, resear·
ched containers to try and find
an alternative to styrofoam
since it has such a bad reputation with environmentalists,
but could fmd no product with
comparable qualities.

~hoto

by

Melanie Bucklin Ellingsworth and Michael Todd Ellerbuach have
been named Outstanding Senior Woman and Man of Murray
State University. The two will speak at MSU's commencement
May 9.

Alpha Delta Pi

WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

would like to congratulate
New Order of Omega Members
A
Jenny Hammat ;.
Kelly Hopper
Molly Meyers
We're Proud of You!

ONLY

$}488

Michael Ellerbusch and Melanie Bucklin Ellingsworth
were chosen as the 1991-1992 Murray State University
Senior Man and Woman at the Senior Breakfast Tuesday.
Ellingsworth, of Murray, received her bachelor of arts
degree in print journalism and is currently a graduate student in organizational communication. She is the former
editor·in-chief of the The Murray State News.
She is currently a student ambassador, a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority, Order of Omega and Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Society.
"I couldn't believe it at first," Ellingsworth said. " I'm used
to working for things because I want to, not because I want to
be honored. I 'l\le88 that is why it surorised me so much."
Ellerbusch, of Belknap, fll., is a senior biology and
chemistry double ml\ior and a Presidental Scholarship recipient, Murray State's highest scholarship awarded. Eller·
busch was also named to USA Today's 1992 All-USA College
Academic Third Team.
Ellerbusch is president of Beta Beta Beta Honor Society
and vice president of the Pre-Medicine Club. He is the former
president of the Student Affiliates of the American Chemical
Society.
Ellerbusch is also involved in several other organizations
on campus including serving as president of both Omicron
Delta Kappa National Leadership Society and Order of
Omega Greek Leadership Society.
'1 am really happy about it, especially because of the
number of qualified seniors that could have received it,"
Ellerbusch said. "It gives me something back for all of the
time and effort I have put into this University the past four
years."

''I LOVE YOU'
riqor 1Jneelet

$29.99
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The Sisters of
Alph a GaJDDla. Delta
would like to thank
everyone who supported
our

Car Wash
and
we hope everyone
would support us
again

TODAY

wedding cake to the linens
and serving pieces.
'
For reservations call,
762-2726 or 762-6985.
£:j

~s
~
~~~ ~~m~-vzym

from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at

Come and let us
clean your cars!

ARBY'S

Same Quality Food -New Lower Prices
•Orig4lal Tacos
59¢
• Softshell Tacos (Beef or Chicken) 79¢
• Burgers, Bravos, Nachos
99¢
Burritos, Combo Platters, and More
ALL VALUE PRICED NOW
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Murray State
University Book Store

IB3®®Ik IB3lill;, IB3mC!Jlk~
Now Through May 8

Where You Get...

- Buy Back Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

CASH FOR BOOKS!
,

Bring them back!
Whether used on this
. .campus or not. We buy
all titles having
resale market value.

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS

SAVE20 .%
The University
Discounts On
Merchandise In Stock
Only .
ALL SALES FINAL
Included:
Gift Items
Clothing
Greek Supplies

CalcuJators
Umbrellas
Greeting Cards
Art Supplies
Pens

and even nwre.

Mayl
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
May2
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Not Included:
TextBooks
Candy
Cigarettes
Class Rings
Toiletries
Graduation
Caps and Gowns

- Morray State News
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

ALL STUDENTS RECEIVE ...
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ANY ORDER, MAY 3, 1992- MAY 8, 1992
*Not Valid With Any Other Offer.
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SPORTS
Teams place second
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Reporter

Murray State University's
men's tennis team suffered an
upset while the women's team
regained some respect as both
teams placed second in the Ohio
Valley Conference championships last weekend.
The Bennie Purcell coached
men's team, favored to take the
coveted title, bowed 66-61 to
Middle Tennessee State
University after putting on a
good fight on the first day of
play last Sunday.
In the championships played
in Nashville, Middle Tennessee
held off a stubborn Murray
State team to deny the Racers
the trophy and in the process
forced them to take their third
consecutive runner-up title.
The last time the Racers won
the OVC title was in 1989.
The Racers suffered a serious
blow in the first round when
number one seed Jimmy Brooks
went under 6-7 to Tobby Bryan
of Morehead State University
in the third set of the match.
Racer Doug Hawthorne beat

MTSU's David Thornton 6-7,
7-5 and 6-4 for the number
three singles title, and Scott
Yarbrough earned another win
for the Racers when he defeated
Andrew Oxner of MTSU 4-6.
6-2 and 6-3 for the number six
singles title.
Brooks and Andy Poore later
combined to beat Oxner and
John Trondson of MTSU 6·2,
6-4 for the number three
doubles title.
In the number two singles
final, Martin Jansson played
well before losing 4-6, 1-6 to
MTSU's Keith Harrietha.
In the women's competition
Friday and Saturday, MTSU
earned an eight point victory
over Murray as the Lady
Racers fought for the title they
last won in 1987.
The Lady Racers had suffered
a loss to Middle earlier this
year, but felt they still had a
chance to pocket the OVC title.
"I think we were surprised
because we thought we had a
really good chance of winning
. the title," said Corine Diderik,

a senior public relations and
French major from Amsterdam.
"They beat us earlier this
year but we had a bad day. We
felt we had a really good chance
of winning," she said.
Diderik, who went under 0-6,
3-6 to Edith Horsting of
Morehead, said the team lost at
some important positions which
consequently cost them the
title.
Lady Racer Lana Allcock beat
Eastern Kentucky's Samantha
Roll 6-2, 6-3 for the number four
singles title, while Heather
Donovan and Chris Granacki
earned points for MSU when
t hey defeated Carol McPherson
and Jenny Oliveria of MTSU
for the number two doubles title. McPherson and Oliveria
1·etired after losing the first set,
7-5.
Donovan played well to reach
the · the number two singles
final but lost 2-6, 1-6 to Yael
Soresman of MTSU.
Stacie Macintosh, a graduate
student majoring in recreation,
is in her fi1·st year as Lady
Racers coach.

1994 to bring softball team
By JOYIA CARPENTER
Reporter

Photo by JUD COOK

Chris Barber airs It out In the long jump Saturday at the Twilight Invitational.

Relays s9t ·school records
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The Murray State Racer track team wrapped up two seperate meets this past
weekend. One team competed in the Penn
Relays in Philadelphia, Penn., and one
team competed in the Twilight Invitational
held here at Murray State.
The Racers set school records in the sprint
medley relay and the 4 x 800-meter relay
while at t he Penn Relays Friday and
Saturday.
Trevor Hamilton, Terry Harewood,
Seibert Straughn and Stevon Roberts comprised the sprint medley team, which timed
3:17.41. Hamilton, Carl Dillard, Lindon
Hepburn and Roberts made up the 4 x 800
unit, which timed 7:35.86.
The Lady Racers' 4 x 400-meter relay
team of Alicia 0!-over, Heather Samuel,
Felicia Upton and Anna Cherry placed
third with a t ime of 3:43.54.

"I felt the Penn Relays were a wonderful
experience,'' said Lady Racer Anna Cherry.
"I felt we didn't do as well as we could have
because the bus ride was pretty long and it
was cold there. But we h ad a good showing
and we'll definitely be invited back."
Cherry said the entire team had a good
showing.
"We were second in the 4 x 1 heat, and in
the 4 x 2 heat we broke the school record.
We haven't qualified in the 4 x 4 yet, but we
expect to do that when we travel to Mem·
phis this weekend," Cherry said .
While the Penn Relays were going on, the
Twilight Invitational was being held at
MSU. Nineteen schools came here to compete. The Racers were able to hold their
own and put on a good tournament for the
other schools.
This weekend, the Racer track team will
travel to Memphis State to compete.

Come the spring of 1994, the
words "play ball'' will start
more than the baseball season
at Murray State University. It
will also start ladies softball.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association requires
that all Division I schools, of
which Murray State is a
member, must offer seven
sports for both men and women.
It does not decide for the school
what those seven sports will be,
but for a school to remain in
good standing with the NCAA,
and remain a member of the
NCAA, it must follow NCAA
regulations.
"It is the Ohio Valley Conference that decided that MSU
must offer women's softball, as
well as men's track," said
Margaret Simmons, athletics
academic advisor.
''Every school in the OVC
should offer softball, and our
decision was in conjunction
with the NCAA's decision that
all NCAA members should offer seven sports, for male and
female," said John Vernon,
assistant commissioner of the

Ohio Valley Conference. "Our
reasons for this decision are
that so many other schools in
the NCAA already offer it, and
softball is such a popular high
school sport in the area that fin·
ding recruits would be easier
than in other sports that are
not offered as widely."
It was during last year's
NCAA Convention that the
OVC decided MSU must offer
women's softball as well as
men's track, Simmons said.
It was dwing this same con·
vention that the NCAA voted to
allow indoor track, outdoor
track and cross country to be offered as three individual sports,
as long as they meet all the requirements of each individual
sport offered.
"Trying to install these new
sports could hurt other sports
already offered, and that's the
last thing the athletics department wants to do," she said.
Currently MSU's athletic
department is not prepared to
offer these sports, especially
with the recent budget cuts.
Neither do they have the
uniforms, a playing field, equipment or the funds.

"What we're trying to do is
hire a coach in January of 1993
and let the coach decide what
he or she needs to do, such as
r ecruiting and scheduling,"
Simmons s aid . ..Actually
coaching of players would not
begin until August of 1993, and
they must begin competing in
the spring of 1994."
"This team will play fastpitch and most high school
players ar e accustomed to playing slow-pitch softball, and this
could lead to recruiting problems," she ~aid .
"To hire a coach, we will be
lucky to find one willing to
work for a salary of $15,000,
because you can't live on that,"
Simmons said.
Golf would have been a much '
easier sport for MSU to support
financially, she said. It has the
facilities, most students have
their own equipment, and the
needed facilities are available
t o the students.
"MSU offers courses in golf,'' 1
Simmons said, "But it was soft. ,
ball that was voted on."
•
"When you're in a conference, •
you must do what the con-:
ference says," she said.
•

·Hilltoppers attempt to save football program
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Viewpoint Editor

"Thank you for calling Hilltopper
Athletics, would you like to purchase
football tickets?"
Call the athletic department at
Western Kentucky University, and
that is how you will be greeted.
Western is trying t o save its football
team, a program, like Murray State
University's, that has come under fire
as administrators try to find some way
t o overcome the multi-million dollar
budget shor tfall that has hit their
university. To save the team, Tom
Meredith , president of Western, said
the team must find $500,000.
And that is what the department
has set out to do. By trying to increase
season ticket sales to 5,000 and doubling the membership of the Hill topper
Athletic Foundation to 3,000, many

say the team will be able to play next
year.
But Jack Harbaugh, coach of
Western, said that is only a short term
solution to a big problem.
"The only reason why (the drive) is
going well is because people are
caught up emotionally,'' he said.
While the Board of Regents at
Western did not decide on the fate of
the team until Thursday, Harbaugh
said the problem is not solved just by
their decision.
"The point is the schools of this area
should sit down the presidents and
figure out what to do about the costs of
athletics," be said.
"We are all hurting by ourselves,"
said the Western coach. "That is not
the way it should be. We have got to
talk."
The fact that the problem of athletic

funding is not isolated to Western has
made everybody throughout the
athletic world take notice.
"I think there are some people in
our conference watching Western very
closely," said Jeln Verner, assistant
commissioner to the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Around the nation schools are trying to fmd cost cutting measures in
athletics, from dropping football, such
as Villanova did in the 80s, to keeping
programs but dropping scholarships,
such as Prairie View A & M did last
year. Verner said he sees a real battle
shaping for the NCAA conference this
June in Dallas.
Almost all of the OVC schools are in
simiiBl· dire straights as Western,
Verner said. However, some schools in
the conference are more successful in
Division 1-AA football than some of

the others, making it difficult for the
conference to take a stand on the football issue.
Then there is Southeast Missouri
State University, who just made the
committment to Division 1-AA football when it upgraded its status from
Division n.
"We are encouraging our schools to
look very carefully at their football
programs," Verner said.
For Murray State's Mike Mahoney,
football coach, Western's case seems
all too familiar. However, he said
Western's problem is more serious
than the debate Murray had in March.
"I hate to see it happen to them,"
Mahoney said.
With Western so near, though,
Mahoney said he is not sure what will
happen to Murray's team.
"Division 1-AA is under the gun...

i•

r

mostly in this part of the country," he;
said.
:
The pr oblem with dropping football, :
Mahoney said, is the studentJathlete•
is the one who is hurt since he uses :
football to get an education.
:
For the athlete, Mahoney said when :
he signs a letter of intent to play for a :
school, he expects to play for four:
years, although his scholarship is:
renewed each year.
:
And this is a technicality a Bowling !
Green lawyer is trying to use to save :
the team.
•I
Kelly Thompson Jr. told the :
Western football team after their apr- :
ing season-ending scrimmage he :
would represent the players in a :
lawsuit against the university if it ~
drops the program. He said it would be •
a breach of promise.
:
I
I

0\

•

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
Racer of the Year
Ticket Prices for the Majors--
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Source: USA TODAY

Usted are the prices for tickets at Major rlll!:m!!IJfl~rJ
League stadiums and the percentage of stadiums that charge that amount:

• $8-$10.99= 32%
[] $11 -$13.99= 24%
IJ $5-$7.99=21%
~ $14 and up= 12%
0 Under $5=11%
Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

RACER REPORT

~11n:ts Invade Racer Area

Sports card collecting has been taking to
higher plane over the past years. No longer are
they limited to just baseball, nor are the collectors limited to bubble gum-chewing children. It
is not just a resurging hobby, but collecting has
now become a big business.
This Saturday, card collecting fanatics will
have the opportunity to buy and possibly sell
and trade cards at a show sponsored by the
Lady Racer basketball team.
Story on Page 12A

Basketball standout Ronald "Popeye" Jones was named Racer of the
Year by The Murray State News.
Jones, all-time leading rebounder
and second leading scorer for Murray
State, finished the season as the nation's leading rebounder averaging 14.4
per game. He finished the season with
431 rebounds, 232 points, 32 assists,
27 blocked shots and 43 steals.
On March 30, Murray State hon·
ored Jones by retiring his number 54
jersey. He became the sixth Racer to
have his jersey retired.

Popeye Jones •

n.
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'Breds bounce back from loss
By ERIC WALKER
Sports Editor

There's no place like
home. .. there's no place like
home.. .
Those are words which may
have been heard by 'Dreds head
coach Johnny Reagan following
a devastating road trip to Murfreesboro, Tenn., where MSU
lost three·straight to Middle
Tennessee, 4-3, 12-4, 8-1.
But Murray State was quick
t<' rebound in Tuesday's game
at Reagan Field as Knoxville
College was whipped by the
'Breds, 19-0.
Tuesday's win does little to
Murray State's record, which
has been near the bottom of the
OVC barrel all season. The
'Breds now rest with a 12-23
overall rating (6-12 in the
OVC).
In the first game of Saturday's double-header against
Middle, the 'Breds and Blue
Raiders went through the f1rst
three innings scoreless until' a
Mark Walker single brought
home Jamie Rader to put Murray State on the board.
Eric Greaser scored in the
seventh inning of a single by
centerfielder Mark Schrand
and put the 'Breds up, 3-1.
However, Jason Maxwell,
Phillip Edwards and Ken
Finley put the finishing
touches on the game to lead the
Raiders to the win.

Photo by CHERI STUART

Jason Sammons takes a swing at a fast ball as the Racers beat Knoxville College 19-0.

The 'Breds met a similar fate
in the second game. Falling
behind 11 runs by the fourth in·
ning before MTSU pitcher
Jamie Birkofer gave away
three walks to allow Jason
Sammons to get home and set
up Jim Lis, Greaser and Brett
Isaacs on the bases.

Sunday's game placed the eighth.
Tuesday, MSU was quick to
'Brede in a peculiar position,
down two in the series. Walker get on the scoreboard as Lis,
was the 'Breds' sole provider David Pots and Pat Vize gained
thanks to a double ·by Jason ' runs in the second inning.
The 'Breda head into the final
Karem in the third inning. The
Blue Raiders let loose with two stretch before the OVC cham·
runs in the sixth, five in the pionships May 14-16 against
seventh and a final in the Tennessee State and SIU.

Student hopes to work for NFL
about two months last summer. that people my age, or even my
By TERRY HAREWOOD
"No value can be placed on grandparents' age, cannot say
Repoter
Kermit Quisenberry, student the experience I gained," they have ever done."
Quisenberry, who hails from
athletic trainer, is very en- , Quisenberry said. "It is an experience
that
looks
good
on
said there is a big
Louisville,
thusiastic about the the sumbetween working
your
resume.
difference
mer holidays.
.
"It is also ·learning from with college and high school
After doing a summer internship with the Miarru Dolphins some~ody like Bob Lundy, my athletes and working with the
professional football team, boss, who has 32 years of ex- pros.
"A lot of college and high
Quisenberry is hoping to work perience in working with the
with the National Football pros. In addition to learning school athletes are doing it just
League team again this from Tom Simmons here at for the fun and enjoyment. But
Murray State, you can't put a wit.l_\ , the professionals, it is. a
summer.
Quisenberry, a enior health price on the experience," he business. It is their way oflife,"
Quisenberry said.
education major, said he gained said.
But the professionals still en·
"I tell a lot of people, l've
valuable experience while
joy
it, Quisenberry said.
been
able
to
do
a
lot
of
things
working with the Dolphins for

Quisenberry said there was
no real difference between the
tasks he performed with the
Dolphins and the ones he does
here.
"I did basically the same
duties as I do here at Murray
State University," he said.
In addition, Quisenberry
traveled to two away games
with the team.
"I went to Denver, Colo., and
we played a Monday night
game there," he said. "I also
traveled to Tokyo, Japan,
where we played the Los
Angeles Raiders."

Team to play
at Louisville
By RAE ANNE KLOSS

March of Dimes

Reporter

We deliver small miracles

The sixth annual Derby
Classic Volleyball Tournament will be Derby Day,
Saturday, at Churchill
Downs infield in
Lexington.
According to information provided by Churchill
Downs •. teams from eight
area universities compete
in the tournament. They
include: Murray State
University, Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, University of Louisville, Northern Kentucky Universi·
ty, Kentucky State
University, Western Kentucky University and Indiana State University.
Representing Murray
State are team captain
Tommy Dublin, a junior
from Wingo; Kent Rohrer,
Mayfield; Brad Coursey,
Lewisburg; Billy Ray
Coursey, Lewisburg; Jennifer Rushing, Bernie,
Mo.; Jill McCoy, Quincy,
Ill.; Melissa Hall, a
sophomore from
Booneville, Ind .; and
Brooke Ranes, Evansville,
Ind.
A prelinUnary tourna·
ment was held April 16 at
the Carr Health Building
to determine who would
represent the University
at the Derby Classic.
"This is a special
event," said Jeff Smith,
coordinator of Campus
Recreation.
The preliminary tournaments were held at each
university.
·
The winning team from
each school receives free
adrrussion to the infield ar
Churchill Downs and the
Kentucky Derby.
Team members expect
competition to be tough.
"We have played on
several teams together,"
said Hall, an elementary
education major. "We are
a strong team. We can
handle them."
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Horsemanship
taught at MSU
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter

Here in the Bluegrass State,
horses are an important tradition. The Kentucky Derby and
other famous horse races are
run in the state, and even Murray State University has a
history of horsemanship.
For students who are interested in horses and the art of
riding, Murray State offers
AGR 101, a beginning class in
horsemanship.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Cynthia A. Hornung, a freshman from Louisville, and John David
Wilhelm, a junior from Russelvllle, enjoy a ride during class.
Basic Horsemanship, AGR 101, allows students the chance to
get to know horses and have a good time, too. Even students
who have had no experience with horses gain much from the
class offere~ every semester.

"A lot of people that take this
class have no background with
horses. We teach them from the
ground up," said Brien Terry,
manager of the Horse Center.
In the basic horsemanship
class a student learns how to
catch and lead a horse, how to
groom a horse and how to saddle and bridle a horse. Students
also learn t he parts of a horse
and how to correctly ride a
horse, Terry said.
"I would defmitely recommend this class to anyone,
especially if you like ' horses.
You learn a lot in the basic
class and get to ride a lot," said
Christy Ash, a junior recreation
major from Newburgh, Ind.
"If you don't think you'll ever
have a chance to ride, this is a
great class to take," Ash said.
Students who are interested

''A lot of people
that take this
class have no
background with
horses.' '
-Brien Terry

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
,I ~

It is not a fund-raiser that anyone can
pull out of a hat, but when your assistant
coach is an avid card collecting fan, a
sports card show is an innovative, fun fundraiser.
Saturday, the Lady Racers will host the
second card show of the year at Racer
Arena from 9 a .m. to 5 p_.m. Admission is
$1 and there will also be concessions, a raffle drawing, a basketball shoot and a
baseball speed throw.
Vanessa Gray, assistant coach, said she
has spent the past four weekends traveling
to card shows around the area pushing this
show. She said she had 19'dealers committed as of Wednesday, but there was room
for seven more.
"We have got dealers from Paris, Tenn.,
Memphis, Tenn., Clarksville, Tenn., Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Bowling Green and
Paducah," she said.

Currently, sports cards, which are not
just for baseball anymore, are a hot item,
Gray said. The hottest card on the market
right now is Ultrafleer .
"They have come out with about
everything," she said.
For the area, Gray said card collecting
has become a new hobby t hat many are gettmg mto.
"For this area, I think ii. is good to have a
one day show," she said.
For people attending their flrst show
Saturday, Gray said to examine a card
carefully before buying it.
"You want good pointed edges and no
creases," she· said. " I would take my time
buying cards."
A good way to check the condition of a
card is to shine it up to a light.
While many of t he dealers will be there
to sell cards, Gray said most of the dealers
•

•

'To the sisters of !!i{plia Sigma !li{plia
Thanks for an awesome
sorority bash!
We had Fun!
L ove,
tfie sisters of JZL{pfia Omicron Pi

I

HEIDI HORN
MEGINEWING
KIM GREEN
I.ESI.TE HALL
KRISTIN HAWKINS
ALANA HARDRICK
DONNAJOEDWARDS
TRACY OWEN
BETH TOlLIVER
TINAESTERLE
MARIE FUQUAY
BONNIE HORN
TRACY MOODY
DIANE ROBER'IS
HOLLY WARREN
LEE ANNE WEA11IERSPOON
JENNIFER ALLEN-MYERS

We love you
and we will miss youl
Love, Your Sisters in

Alpha Gamma Delta

Racer sophomore Chris Dill showcased his kicking talents
in Friday night's final spring scrimmage for the Murray
State football team, hitting four field goals on four attempts,
including a 42-yard kick before halftime.
The Racers also worked on specific offensive and defensive
plays and were highlighted by TD runs on the parts of
quarterbacks Tremain Lewis and Butch Mosby.
Award winners following the scrimmage included: Lewis
(most valuable offensive player); Steve Rokusek (most
valuable defensive player); Homer Patton (most improvedoffense}; Rob Miller (most improved-defense); Dave Cox (best
hit-offense); and Rod Todd (best hit-defense}.
Lewis, Kevin Gibbs and Marcus Perry were named the
1992 captains by their teammates. The Racers open their
season Sept. 3 against OVC rival Southeast Missouri State.

Wright leaves Murray State;
heads to great white north

"The class and the teachers
are a lot of fun. The majority of
the grade is just showing up
and riding. Students also have
to write a paper and have a few
written tests along with riding
tests," Ash said.

Isaac Wright, facilities and equipment coordinator for Murray State's athletics programs, will be the new assistant to
the head coach and general manager for the Canadian Football League's Winnepeg Blue Bombers.
In a press release, head football coach Mike Mahoney said
Wright would be missed.
"He's a great worker and has meant a lot to our program.
t
He '11 be a hard pet·son to replace."
Wright, a native of Helena, Ark., has been with the Racers
since 1984 when he worked as a student trainer. He will
oversee the Bombers' strength and conditioning programs, as
well as duties assigned by head coach and general manager
Cal Murphy.
"I'm going to miss Murray State and the people in Murray," Wright said. "I've learned a lot in my jobs here." . ·

Two basic horsemanship
courses, AGR 101 and AGR
102, are taught on alternate
semesters.
"We just don't have enough
instructors to teach both of
these classes every semester,"
Terry said. "There is also about
a 15 person limit per class."
For students looking for an
elective, this is the class, Terry
said. Although it is part of the
agriculture major, it may also
be used as a general education
elective.

are in the business for the enjoyment of collecting rather than for the money.
"I do not think the dealers al'e real
pushy," she said.
And for the fan looking to trade or sell,
Gray said some dealers will talk.
"Most are there to sell, but some will
trade," she said.
Although many people look at the eards
as being nothing but a picture on cardboard, Gray said sports card collecting has
become a real popular investment market.
"It is a good investment," she said. "I
think whenever you buy a pack of cards
you get your money's worth.''
For the raffie, the team is giving a box of
1992 Stadium Club series 1 baseball cards
that has been valued at $60-$70.
Gray said she hopes to get 350 to 400 people to attend. The money raised from admission and games are to go to the Lady
Racers to buy equipment and pay for trips.

And the winner is...

Alpha Delta Pi
Congratulations on a great Frog Hop!
From the Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega

WARD'S LEATHER & jEWELRY
Graduation Specla1500/o Off Gold Chains •
Congratulations to our
New Alumnae

Field goals fire Racers

in the class do not have to own
their own horses. Horses are
provided by the University.

Sports cards show to raise funds
Viewpoint Editor

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

• 1 carat Diamond Ring- Regular $699- Now $449!
• SterHng Sil:ver Pink Ice IU.np- Regular $14.95- Now $8.50
• Everyday Low Prices On Sterling Silver Chains and
harms, Turquoise, Crystal Jewelry, Western Wear, and
Indian Ceramics
• Framed Pictures- Regular $24.95 Now $9.95
BII·Ai Shopping Cent« 4 Doors Right d Treas Do-HCenter
S.121hst. • 759-1616 • Mondaf· Friday 10A.M.=6P.M. • Sc:Ndat tOA.M.-4 P.M.

MSU golfers place sixth
Murray State's golf team finished in sixth place in the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship last weekend in Florence,
Ky.
The Racers ended the championship tournament with a
total of 628. Eastern Kentucky won the event with a score of
599. Second place went to Austi.n Peay, 616.
' ·
Dirk Brinker totaled with 156, followed by Chris Wilson
with a sere of 161. Evan Beck (162} and Price Coakley (164)
rounded out the group.
Larry Joe Seay tied with five other swingers with a total of
155.

Intramural winners listed
The final match-up in co-ed softball led to a victory for The
Big Dills in the above 500 league, while Sporting Woodies
came out on top in the below 500 teams.
MFI won track in the men's catagory with Alpha Gamma
Delta notched the top spot in women's track.
Other winners included the Kicking Caucasians for soccer;
Oscar's team in volleyball; and the Dream Team and the Ben
Gay Boy.s for basketball.
f
Alpha Tau Omega won the men's GreeK All-Sports title,
even though Lambda Chi Alpha won track. For the Greek
women, Alpha Gamma Delta won both the track event and
the All-Sports title.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. The Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club, I and T
Building Auditorium, Monday, May 4, 7:30 p.m.
• Baseball. 'Breds at Tennessee State (2), Saturday, May 2.
• Baseball. 'Breds at Tennessee State, Sunday, May 3.
• Baseball. 'Breds at Southern Illinois, Tuesday, May 5.
• Baseball. OVC Tournament. May 14-16. Location to be announced.

Storage~ Available

CREEKVIEW STORAGE
. $ 20-$40 per m onth
10% Discount

to MSU Students, Faculty,

andStqff
on Cen ter Drive behind
Shoney's

7 59-4081

To the Brothers of
Alpha Gamma Rho
Paul Bunyon Day was a blast!
Love,
tfie sisters of .!ll{pfia Omicron Pi .

%e Murray State Cfiapter of tfie Pu6{ic ~{ations S ociety of .9f.merica
wouU {~ to tfianf(

Mrs. Sfiei{a Cfougfi Crifasi

.

for litr time antltleclication ana wish fur the 6est of Cue{( in fier new position
New ofBcers for the 1992-93 PRSSA Chapter are:
President -April Lane
Director of PUbUc Relations -Amy Pickard
Vlee-P.resident of Programs - Cammie Maxwell
VIce-President of Membership - Bridget Peake
Secretary/Treasurer - Heather Stahl

Congratu{ations new officers!
%ani(. you for your liaraworl(. oU officers!
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SCOREBOARD
28 - Sdnand (MSU); Hicks, Rickman
(MTSU).
38 - MaxweD (MTSU).
HR- None.
SB - Isaacs, Schrand (MSU); Anley
(MTSU).
E ·Greaser 3 (MSU).
LOB· MSU 8, MTSU 7.

Baseball Stanclnas
~
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
S . E. Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Tennessee State

W
12
11

L
6
6

10
10

8

9
9

9
9

PCT.

.667
.647
.588
.556

7

.500

.500
.333
.222

6 12

4 14

I

:';R81d,
SredsMurrtJy,
vs. Knoxville
Aptfl28.

Co~ at Reagan

19
0

' Murray State

•: player

ab r

h

bl

4

3

2

5
3

2

3

1
4

2

1

2
5

9

0

2

1

2
2
: Jason Sammons If 2

1
0
2
0

0
0
1
1

; Bnttt laaacs dh
I Ktn Muakopf 1b
• Mark SchrMd cf
: Bc1an Taylor
: Shane Witzel 3b
• Jame Rader rf
t Jason Karem rf

• David Potts If
~ Ertc Greaser as
' Travla TUrner 2b
• JlmUa 1b
. D. McConnell dh
. PaiVIze c
M. Benefield ell

2
3
3

3
1
3
2

.•

.

0
0
0
1

2
0
0

1

1

2
2

0

0

0

0
0

3
0

1
0

1

ab

; Anthony Graham 3b 4
• Danny Jones 2b
3
Sweet <fl
1
•Lany Walton c
4
MoCnly 1b
4
•Wll Cowaert 3b
4
: WIHiolloway If
.4
•.1m Dowdell rf
3
Smth sa
3
Reggie Ragland cf 2
..~COtton
1

:Benny
:1M<e

:Dwight

r

h

bl

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1

1

0

3
2
0
0
0

o
0
0

I}

33 0

' Total•

Knoxville
000
Murray State 030

7

000
751

.500
.614
.459
.439
.511

18 28 .391

Murray State
player
Mark Sc:hrand cf
Ktn Muskopf 2b
Jarrie Radar rf
Shane Witzel 3b
Mark Walker c:ll-o
Jason Sammons If
Jim Us 1b
Eric Greaser as
PaiVIze c
Totals

11 23 .324
11 26 .297

h
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
2
1

6
h
1

bl
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
0

0
2
2
1
1
1
2

0
1
1
1
0
0
2

0
1

0
1

o
0

Murray State
Middle Tenn.

0

0
0

Murray State
player
Brett Isaacs dh
Kurt Muskopf 2b
Malt< Sc:hrand cf
Jarrie Rader rf
w.ty Benelleld ph
Shane Wltzel3b
Mark walker o
Jason Sammon• rf
David Potts ph
JlmUa1b

0

o
0
0
0

0

000
12X

'8red8 va. Mlddl6 T~ State at
Srrith Stadium, Murfree1boro, Tenn.•

Aptfl26.

h
2
1
1
0

ab r
4
0
4
0
4
1
3 0
1
3
3
0
3
0
3
1
3
0
30 3

000
51X

h
1
1
2
1

1
1
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
9

4
3
1
1

0
0
1
0

2

1

1
0
0
2
bl

0
2
0
1
0

h
1
3

1
0
3

Golf Championship on Boof'l6 Links Golf
Course In R01'91!C8, KY, April 27·28.
Team Einjshes
1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Aulltln Peay
3. Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri

0
1
0

0
0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

h
1
1
1
1
3

bl
0
0
2
1
4

0
2

1
1

1

Austin Peay
Mlcheal AJary

KING OF THE MOUNTAIN
The football team ended their spring season practice with a scrimmage.

Murray State
Evan Beck
Chr18Wiaon
Price Coakley
Lany Seay
Dirk Brinker

Fifth SMd Slnglea

TENNIS

n..as-76-238
n -84-75-236
85-79-78-242
78-78-233
80-76-n-233

n.

1. Jenny OtiYelra (MT) def.
2. Heidi Kalleatad (EK)

R8Sulta ol the Ohio Valley ConfMinctt

TtKiriS ChanPontlhlpsln Nashville
Tenn., Apri/24-27.

Result8 of the Ohio VtiH6y Conference

bl

Photo by MEUSSA FARNUM

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

GOLF

12

0

1
0

a

Southeaat Missouri
Craig Zlnzellta
79-91-75-245
Steve Stelgman
78-78-79-233
Magnus Bruncln
70·80-72-222
Roe Skidmore
87·78-n-242
Brad Raglan
78-86-88-2.52

933

Tennessee State
Amic Guaylon
Marcus Cotton
Larry Green
Ertc Wilhite

934

MyreWIIama

898
913
928
928

5. Mldck Tennesaee
8. Murray Stale
9. Mofehead Staee
10. Tennenee Statla

1

1
2
0
1
1

201 0
010 3

Murray State 000
Middle Tenn. 000

4

ab r
3
1
2
0
4
0
3
0

bl
1
0
0
0

12 7

000
002

Middle Tennessee
player
ab r
Ken Finley cf
3
2
Philip Edwlwda 2b 3
1
Burord Brewer dh 3
2
Gaty Myers 1b
3
2
Jason Maxwell as 4 2
Jed Johnson rf
3
o
Chris Prloe If
3
0
Jame Hlcka c
3
1
Chis Rickman 3b 2
2
Totals
27 1 2
Murray State
Middle Tenn.

1
8

4

Middle Tenneaaee
ab r
player
Ken Finley cf
4
1
1
Ph~~2b 4
Buford Brewer dh-c 3
0
1
1
Gary Myers 1b
4
0
Jed Johnson rf
0
Juon Maxwell as 4
3
0
Chris Prloe If
Jarrie Hlc:b c
2
0
0
l<hernw1 Howle pr 0
Brent Chef 2b
2
0
0
lslce l...ocles ph
0
0
Chris Rickman 3b 0
Craig Reavis ph
0
1
27 4
Totals

bl

1

3

Murray State
Middle Tenn •

'Brrxis vs. Middl6 TenneSSH State at
Smith Stadium, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Aprll25.

: 28 - Vlze 2, Witzel, Turner (MSU).
' 38- Muskopf, Schrand (MSU).
HR- None.
SB -None.
, E - Isaacs, Vlze, Benefield (MSU) ;
: Walton 2. Cowsert 2, Smith 2,Graham,
Holloway (KC).
LOB • MSU 9, KC 8.

Murrey State
Middle Tenn.

2
3
3
6
8

PCT.

'Sreds vs. Mlddl6 TenneaH State at
Smith Stadium, Murfreesboro, Tenn .•
Aprll25.

28 - Walker, Taylor(MSU).
38 • None.
HR • Myers (MSU).
SB - Maxwell (MTSU).
•
E - Ellington (MSU); Maxwell (MTSU).
LOB - MSU 4, MTSU 12.

: Knoxville College

.: player

1.5

L
22
17
20
23
23

Murray State 001
Middle Tenn. 000

42 19 17 14

·Totals

.5

W

22
27
17
18
24

Middle Tennessee
olayer
ab r
Ken Finley cf
4
0
Philip Edwards 2b 4
1
Buford Brewer dh 3
1
Gary Myers1b
4
2
Jason Maxwell sa 4 1
Chris Prioe If
3
1
Jed Johneon rf
4
2
Lanoe lodes dh
1
0
Janie Hicks c
3
0
Craig Reavis dh
1 0
Chris Rld<man 3b 3
o
Totals
34 8

2
2

1
2

GB

Murray State
player
ab r
Brett Isaacs 2b
4
0
Ertc Greaser sa
3
0
Shane Witzel 3b
4 0
David Potts If
4 0
Ricky Chism dh
4 0
JlmUa 1b
3
0
Mark Walker c
2
1
Brian Taylor cf
3
0
JaaonKatem
3
0
Totals
30 1

BASEBALL

:Murray State
:Knoxville

ALL

942
1076

• Sytveln Trudol
Rob Hessing

82-80-75-237
75-73-74-222
78-n-13-228

Kem MIJvthlll

72-82-75-2.29

Docrinlque Moroney

7'9-83-85-247

Tenne11ee Tech
Scott Carmichael
Kevin Applegate
Greg Wyatt
Kevin Boat
David Belcher

Sixth Seed Singles
1. Ami Scott (EK) clef.
2. Katrtna Beudller (MT)
3. Jenl Binder (SE) def.
4. Krlstl Rydholm (MU)
5. Christy Moore (AP) def.
6. Arrrt Pearson (TT)

Women's Team Results
Middle Tennessee
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Miss.
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. State

87-85-92-264
96·96-87-279
83-98-86-267
96-95-92-283
87-97-85-269

56
48

42
40
31
26
15

1

Championship Finals Rtsu!tt
Women
First Seed Singles

1.Sua.l Shealhel (AP) clef.
2.Lortnda WeiiSI (MT)
3.Edth Horlltlng (MO) clef.
4. Corlne Dlderlk (MU)
5.Ann Carlton (EK) def.
6. Maphala Letsalle (SE)

78-80-82-240
74-78-80-.232
75-n-n-22:9
80-74-76-230
80-88-79-245

6;(1,8-3
8-4,8-1

Second Seed Singles

•

lndlyldual

Kentucky

Dean~

75-78-71-224
78-74-n-227

Carboy

R. c. Chase
t.tke c.H

71-7S-73-219

1. 219

78-76-80-.237

2. 222

Brad Falh

74-81-78-223

Middle Tennessee
John PaJJ Fitzgerald
78-n-74-22!/J
Ctvta Guy
76-79-75-230
Jim McEhuJney
80-78-81-238
79-76-a0-235
Malt Lucchesi
Mike Webb
85-85-82-252

o

1
1
11 1 o

000 400 0
452 100 X

Morehead State
Bud Taylor
DrewHoftsn
David While
Andy Anderson
CIYis Gilbert

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

224

226

R. C. Chase
Sylvain Trudel
Magnus Bnlndn
Dean Mal1cs
Bud Taylor

227

Bllcarboy

226
229

Rob Hessing
John Paul Fllzgerald
KemM&.Mlll
Greg Wyatt
Chris Guy
Kevin Boat
Mike C8hll
Kevin Applegate
Brad Falh
o.1( Brinker
Steve Stelgman
Larry Joe Seay

11.230
13.232

73-79-74-226

n-as-74-234

2. Heather Donovan (MU)
3. Gabby Seleka (MO) def.
4. Donna Fields (SE)
5. Kim Weiss (EK) del.
8. Ancha Hede (AP)

Standings

15. 233

80-79-78-235

86-90-80-256
n-93-85-255

8-4,7-5
6-2,6·1
7-5,6-2

First Seed Doubles
1. SCifesman-Welss (MT) def.
2. Sheather ·Hede (AP)
6·1,6-3
3. Allcock-Diderlk (MU) def.
4. Car110rt-Welss (EK)
6·2.6-3
5. Horsllng·Seleka (MO) def.
8. Cobb-Hulter (SE)
6·2,6-3

6-1,6-3

1. Yael Soresman (MT) def.
Eastern

6-1 ,8-4
3. Chr1s Or'IIOackl (MU) def.
4. Chrllltl Cobb (SE)
6-2,6-2
5. Paige Atkins (AP) def.
7·5,3-6,6-3
8. AnWlda Jaggeca (1T)

Third Seed Sloglea
1. Carol McPherson (MT) def.
2. Tracl Hopkins (SE)

8-2,8-1
6-3, 8-4

7-5,8-0

7-8,8-4

Second Seed Doubles
1.Donovan-Granackl (MU) def.
2. McPherson-OIIvelr (MT)
7-5
3. Blndef·Hoplna (SE) def.
4. Kalestad-Madelto (EK)
8-3,6-4
5. Gusaetl·Gussett (MO) def.
8. Walpole-Beverly (TT)
6·2,8-2
Third Seed Doubles
1. Lesalle-Fields (SE) def.
2. ~ (MT)
s. Haii-Rydholm (MU) def.
4. Fotd·Doty (MO)
5. Scott-Roll def.

6. Moore-Sleigh (AP)

7-5,6-3

N&.
6·2,64

3. Renata Medelroa (EK) def.
4. Krtssy Gussett (MO)

8-1,8-3

5. Amy Hall (MU) def.
8. Krista Beverly (1T)

8·1,6·1

Fourth Seed Singles
1. Lana Allcock (MU) def.
2. Samantha Rol (EK)
3. Amy Gussett {MO) def.
4. AmiWlda Hunter (SE)
5. Lori Robl::llns (T1) del.
6. Jana Durham (MT)

6·2.6-3

Men's Team Resulta
Middle Tennessee
Murray State
Southeast Miss.
Tenn. Tech
Eastern Kentucky

8·1,6·1

Morehead State

7-5,7-5

Austin Peay
Tenn. State

61
56
37

34
27
26
21
0

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Dr. Kurth, You am so cool.
Thanks for participating In our
scavenger hunt We11 cherish
the pamphlets forever. You
am a good sport. Love, the

Congratulations ATO for a
great '92 Frog Hopi We had a
greattlmel Thanksagaln, The
sisters of Theta Chi Delta

Scavengera of '92

T1lanka Penny, Jean & Melanie
for all your hard wori( during all

Sigma Phi Epsilon - The "Oat·
lng Game" mixer was terrtflcl
Thanks for such a great end of
the year mlxerl Love, the alstefs of Alpha Oel1a Pl.

campus slngl We love youl
The slstef's of Theta Chi Delta

Kevin, Thanka for all1he love
• and support. I could not have
done It without you. All my
love, Amy

Thanka to the brothers of PI
Kappa AJpha for the help With
our 'special' dance. The kids
loved lt. Love, SCEC

A Big Gypay thank-you to Alpha Omicron PI for the most
excellent mixer from the brothet~ of Sigma Tau Gamma.

PI Kappa Alpha • Thanks for
the awesome mlxerl It was a
Slastl Love, Alpha Gamma

'Nuftaaldl
YAH, Happy Graduation
FriendII Good luck next year
at U of L I'll rris8 yoo. JCB

The end of the sernMtef Ia

upon ual Don't streas out, lt'a
bad for your health.

Rus • I love you, my curious.
Carrie

Delta

David • Best of luck In Lexlng·
1Dn. Thanks for being a great
friend these past two years. 111
miss you next year. Leigh

Wishing Hans a llBPP'f sum·
Clara
-------Pldge - No matter what happens about plans this sum·
mer, you know I will always be
here for you. I love you •
Thanks for making this a great
semestarl BryanT.

Congrats Josh Duvall and Mike
Hopkins on the best SM
Mudball everl

To the so·called Saint, I
thought I was the one who
was suppoeed to be hol

Heather we always knew you'd
find 1he biggest one. The Staff

Thanks for a whole semes·
ter's worth of healed conversallon. And stay out of the

Tha~you.AJphaGammaDelta

for your"extreme• participation
at the mixer Wednesday nlghtl
'Tlmmy c.

-~-------

Kr1stle am you wearing 18 today? You know who.

JT'F- Thanks for not pressing
charges. Yourfavortte Staffet~

ScoUSivllls, Thanksforallyour
help at 1he car waahl We
appretiata Itt Hope to see you
again Fridayl Love, Alpha

Alpha Gamma Rho- Thanks for

Gamma Delta

ATO- Thanks for a great Frog

their finals, and has a great
aummerl

Hopi Volleyball was a blutl
Coaches you were awe.omel
Love1 Alpha Gamma Delta

Hope everyone aces wea on

TheMurray

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

an awesome Paul Bunyon DayI
It was a blasl Love Alpha
Gamma Delta

men

puddlngl The Devil

Jason, Only 22 more daysI I
love you I Angela

S1acy P., St8fanl B., and Dawn

w.-Thankstorthlnklngofme.

It meant more than you know.
Alpha Love, Angela

CBS,
It's

•moat overt

Hang In

there. This month can't go
by fa.at enough. Love CEP

HELP WANTED

2,.000+ I* month wortdns on
lie ahlpa. Holiday, Summer

summer. call 753-0888.

nd Full-time employ111ent

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

~ 1·206-S&(lSSal

No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call Student Employment

C600

NOTICE

8,000 openings.

SeMcea at 1-206-545-4155
ext. 384
Looking tor a Great Summer
Job?? Florida Job Oppor1untty Report
A Dlrectoly of
Hospitality Industry~
job descriptions, wages, and
housing. Uats Attractlona,
Resort Hotels, Cruise Ships,
Summer camps, and morel
For your copy send $8.95 to
career Re8earch Group, 7226
Colonial Dr. Suite 249,
Orlando, Fl32818.

w.

1~:r.;:tv:Msu10: 2()fperword

Wl1h MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without MSU JD: 1~ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Mor_'lday and Wednesday 1·3 p .m .,

Cfassifleds Department,
The Murray State News. 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Friday 8:3()...10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

vallable. for lmpiOymenl Pro-

$5,000+/month. F.- trans·
portatlonl Room&Boardl Over

RATES

S t a t e NewsWithMSUID:

CRU ISE ,JOBS
u.. Now Hirln8- kn

Crafty person to WOfkln wholesale maufact1Jing CO"l*'Y,
spray painting & screen printIng. Prefer a student h81'9 for
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fisheries.
Eam

INDEX
P£RSOtW..8

ROOMMATES
IIUStiESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO

RI06S

..-scM
NOTICE

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

AFFOBQABLE SUMMER

BOOM$ All Utilities paid.
Has three COI'TimJnlty batha.
Privates are $350.00 and
doubles ate$300.00 tor whole
summer. Come by Sigma PI
fraternity house or call 7538225. Tenants can be male or
female.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 625 aources for youl Guaranteed I No obligation! Call 1800-872-1221 extenalon30S8.
TEMPORARY Medcallnsur·
ance tor People between jobs,
rec:enlty graduated, on school
vacation, looking for wortc,
waiting to be cc:wered under a
group plan, or In need ol18mporary protBctlon; Call Marsha
Monts at 759-1193 or wile to:
P.O> Box 993, Murray, KY

<42071
FINALS ARE HEREII
FINALS ARE HEREll
AUNTIE EM,
UNCLE HENRYI
OH, I WISH I WERE IN

KANSASI
TOTO TAKE MY FINALSI

For Sale: Blue 1989

camero

ROOMMATES
NEEDED:

BOQMAJESFOB

RS. AMIFM, Caaaeete, CO,Airl
Heat, Cruise. $9,200. Cal362·

SUMMER. Mce five bedroom
house needs four roomates In

7466

either a group or Individual.
Cheap Rent cheap utllltloa.
no IUH. Across from Moose

Dorm room carpet $40. 762·

1578

TillS
NEWSPAPER
IS
PRINTED
ON
COMPLETELY

RECYCLED
NEWSPRINT.
•llllnwy S1Ue Newa
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AGENDA

• Gift acceptances from
Westvaco, ffiM and the 3M
Corporation.
•
• Motions that were tabled
from previous meetings including review of a vacant lines
proposal and review of a zero
based budgets proposal.
• Resolutions of appreciation
for retiring faculty and staff,
Bart Schofield, James W. Hammack Jr., the Murray State
Men's Basketball Team, Scott
Edgar, Ronald "Popeye" Jones,
the Murray State Rifle Team,
the women's and men's track
team, Stan Narewski, Felicia
Upton, John Ackerman and
Julie Pinson.
• Reports from the athletic,
buildings and grounds, development and investments, faculty
and staff affairs, the student
life and governmental relations
committees.
• Administer oath of office to
incoming Faculty Regent
Frank Julian; reports from the
president. chairman, treasurer,
alumni association and dean of
admissions and records; and
recommendations for promotion and tenure.
·

Continued from Page 1

of home economics; recommendation on appointment of director of cooperative education and
placement services and recommendation on appointment of
assistant professor in the
department of speech communication and theatre.
• Discussion of faculty leaves
of absence without pay, staff
leaves of absence without pay,
early retirement contracts, sabbaticals, summer professional
development grants and instructional improvement
grants.
• The Academic Affairs Committee will report on the Board
of Regents Awards for Teaching
Excellence, a merger of the
departments of industrial
education and technology and
engineering technology,
renewal of an exchange agreement with Sunderland, endorsement of an Occupational
Safety and Health Association
training center and academic
honors requirements.

WICKLIFFE
Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

BRINGING UP BABY
In keeping with the spirit of the Murray State Untverslty Racer mascot, several horses are kept at the University Farm. One of
the of the newest additions to the Murray State farm Is the colt Mel, who Is being cared for by her mother Goldie.

JULIAN
Continued from Page 1

mpted Julian to run for the
faculty regent's spot, he said.
"The way that the budget
crisis was handled was one
reason. I don't think it was
handled well," he said. "Also, I
knew we would be getting a
new Board of Regents under the
new law, and I have the feeling
that you have to have that continuity; that sense of what a
university is about from someone on the board."
However, the budget and the
new board were not the only
reasons that he decided to try
for the spot, Julian said.

HAMMACK
Continued from Page 1

"Though faculty salaries are
still far below that of other
university's, we did have some
improvement since I have been
on the board," he said. "We've
reorganized the upper administration of the University
where it gives academics a
more prominent role."

"For me, the budget stimulus
was secondary. I wanted to
make sure that the faculty
voice was heard." he said.
He said one of his primary
qualifications for being the
faculty regent is his experience
P;S vice president for student
eev~lopment for a 15 year
period, Julian said.
"I have been part of the administration and been on the
inside of the decision making
process," he said. "I've seen
how the system can and cannot
work.
Julian will serve a three-year
term as the faculty regent. He
will be sworn in during the
Board of Regents meeting May
9 at 2 p.m. in the board room of
Wells Hall.

Hammack said he thought
the board and the University
were making progress toward
stronger academic support
before the last budget cut came.
Although his term as Faculty
Regent has almost come to an
end, Hammack will be taking
over a new position at MSU.
"I'm just undertaking a new
job as chairman of the history
department," he said. "That
will impose some new
challenges for me I suppose.''

Congratulations
Bethany Hall
Greek Woman of the Year
Brian Wllmurth
Greek Man of the Year
From the Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega

. eongratulations
· 5!Lnge{a 'Bird
on being initiat~d into
Omicron Delta Kappa
Love,
!"/;
tlie sisters of .9l{plia Omicron tJ!i ,f
WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD BUTTERCUP
DIAMOND
~J· EARRINGS

. .

ONLY

$12 88

Continued from Page 1

and stoic the native American
culture was and not what we
have made it. Students can
learn respect."
Excavation to remove the

human remains, conducted thi$
past year, was aided by funding
from the National Park Service
and adminil<tered by the Ken:
tucky Heritage Council.
;
The new exhibit was aided
from grants by the KentuckY.
Humanities Council and is an
official project of the Kentucky
Bicentennial celebration.

Mcintosh retires after 24 years
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Viewpoint Editor

While four presidents have
lead Murray State University
through the best and worst of
times during the past 24 years,
one man has been here to report
it all . . . and he has done it
from the same office.
Dwain Mcintosh, director of
University information services, has had his office painted
twice during the past 24 years.
Now, he is leaving those four
walls.
Although many have congratulated Mcintosh for retiring during what seems to be the
most turbulent times at Murray State, he said he is looking
at his retirement as a chance to
start a new life.
"Now is the time for me to
walk away and look out over
the horizon,'' said the 57-year·
old Paducah native. "I urn going to do something else.''
Mcintosh said he enjoyed his
work at Murray, but he said
there are only so many times
one can go around the track
before it all gets routine.
As Murray State's public
relations person, though, Mc!n-

Photo by CHERI STUART

Dwaln Mcintosh, recently retired director of Information services, Is presented with a painting
from President Ronald J. Kurth at a reception honoring Mcintosh for his service to Murray State
University.

tosh saw a lot of different
things around the track, both
good and bad, that he had to tell
the press.
"We have to report to the
press on things that might be
bad," he said.
Telling the truth, even if it
had been bad, was all part of do-

ing his job and building a
trusting relationship with the
press, Mcintosh said.
The other part of the job, he
said, was giving the media a
professional product, not just
fluff that tried to make the
University look good.
"You walk a fme line there,"

I Murray Laundry Center

Congratulations to

'Bonnie !lfiggi1lSon

. Bel-Air Center between Story's & Singer Sewing COmpany

Are Finals Overloading You?
Let Us Take A Load Offl

for receiving the
Regents Award of Teaching
ExceD.euce
for the College of Education ~•I

SAME DAY lAUNDRY SERVICE 50 ~/lb.
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m .- 5:30p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p .m.
COIN-oP HOURS Monday-Saturday 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.- 10 p.m.
759-2570
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Introductory Price

$99.99
1OK /2 - 6 synthetic stones
Order By May 4, 1992
'Specill Pnce On Synth.tc SIOI>M C>lly

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
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The Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta

To the brothers of

would like to wish all
~urray

Congratulations on
.tU}-Campus Sing
and GOOD LUCK on Finals

State Students
Summer

love,

and

Good Luck
on
Finals!

Mcintosh l'!aid. ·
As a 1972 graduate from Murray, Mcintosh received his
bachelor's degree in journalism
while working this job.
"I thought it was stupid not to
finish my degree while working
here," said the former lOlst
Airborne Division soldier.
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Final exams cause stress
Year end brings MSU students much stress ·
donn to take a break," she said.
Nygaard said not to spend too
much time relaxing, however.,
"Do not let others tempt you
into taking excessive breaks,"
she said.
Nygaard said stress can take
its toll on the body physically.:
"Stress is actually the body's
reaction and finals are the
stressors,'' Nygaard said. "How
well one person handles it may
be different than another.
"The case may be mild to peo- ·
ple really having it affect their
capacity to study. They may not
be able to concentrate," she
said.
"You're asking it to work at
its peak and it won't function if
you don't," Stuart said.
"Students are staying up and
not eating. Then their immune
systems are weak and they end
up getting sick.''
Nygaard said there might
even be emotional problems
caused by stess.
"It all depends on the duration of the stress," she said.
Stuart said students should
consider in advance how much
they will have to do toward the
end of the semester.
"We are into preventive
medicine h ere," she said.
"From the fJist day of the
semester getting your priorities
in line."
Nygaard said the real secret
is to get organized and to make
decisions about what needs to
be done first.
Nygaard said students should
begin early in the semester and
plan adequate amounts of time
to study.
"If they keep up with their
study habits, then it is a lot less
stressful when finals come
around," she said.

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

It is about this time every
year when school starts to get
students completely stressed.
However, there are ways to
calm nerves and prepare for
finals.
Nancy Nygaard, nursing
department chairperson, said
feeling stressed is very common
among students, especially
around finals.
"They feel overwhelmed with
the feeling they have so much
to study and if they have had
problems during the semester,
it makes it even more difficult
for them," Nygaard said.
There are several ways for
students to keep frQm feeling
overwhelmed toward the end of
the semester, she said.
"First get organized. They
should write down their
schedule of finals and look at
the available time and just deal
with t hem one at a time," she
said. "It helps to set priorities
of what they really need to
review."
School nurse Bridget Stuart
said she agrees.
"Start studying for your final
· exam the first day of the
semester," she said. "For every
one hour of class, you should
study two hours."
Stuart said student health
services anticipates more
students coming in the last
week of school.
"They have stayed up studying all night, drinking soda and
some even talte pills tO help
them stay awake. The next day
they are sick," she said. "What
happens is they overdose on the
caffeine and end up missing
their flnals. It's a really poor
idea."

• Photo by CHERI STUART

Laurie Moore, a sophomore business administration major from Louisville, tries to fight the stress of finals week,
despite being surrounded by a mound of books. Time management Is one of the ways to remain stress-free.

Nygaard said students should
always make sure they get
plenty of rest.
"While many people are
tempted t{) stay up before a
final, it is better for them to get
sleep and then they will feel
better when taking their ex·

ams," she said.
Nygaard said good-nutrition
is also extremely important.
''They need to· pay attention
to what they eat," she said. "Be
sure to eat well the day of the
test.''
Nygaard recommended fruits,

cereal and milk as a student's
best bet for a good breakfast.
Students should also take
study breaks.
"Don't just hit the books hard
and heavy for four hours. Take
a break in there," Stuart said.
"If overwhelmed with multiple

.Students stress about exams
By TERESA MAYS
S$nlor Staff Writer

'

As finals approach, some
Murray State University
students might find themselves
pulling out their hair or biting
off their fingernails while
-Qthers find ways to relieve their
stress.
Travis Campbell, a junior
printing management major
from Louisville, said he has
three finals this semester.
One is comprehensive, so he
said he plans to study thr ee to
four hours each day.
"I'm going to start st udying
t his weekend because I have too
much other stuff to do this
week," Campbell said.
Tom Brockman, a sophomore
printing management major
from Lousiville, said he also
has three finals.
Brockman said he plans to
study each final three hours a
piece each night, starting this

w~~kman said he is worried

the most a bou t pack age pr oduc. a
.
management w h'1ch lB
t ton
456 level class.
"I've never had a 400 level
class before," he said. "It's a lot
more work."

John St. John Watkins, a business management major
freshman chemistry major from from Anderson, S.C., said he
Louisville, said he has five has five finals, two of which are
fmals, and he plans to study for comprehensive.
them one at a time. He said he - White said because all of his
has different ways of relieving finals are going to be hard, he
stress.
has already started studying
"To clear my mind, I talk to for his tests.
my lady friends or take 10 or 15
"I decide how many chapters
minute breaks. Sometimes I get I have, divide them up, try to
in the car and take a 'ride read one chapter a day and dou·
someplace/' he said.
ble up when necessary," White
Watkins said students should said. "It will probably take me
not let studying worry them too a couple .of ~~urs each day on
much
each subJect.
·
Some students will be under
"The best thing to do is find much stress studying for their
someplace quiet to study or finals.
form a study group with some
"My husband and I probably
classmates. Don't study with won't say too much to each
loud friends," he said.
other because we both have
Yvonne Leota, a senior finals," Leota said.
graphic arts major from LansShe said she also will not eat
ing, Mich., said she has to study much since she will be studying
for four flnals: astronomy, color diligently for her flnals.
separation, photography and
"He (her husband) will propackaging.
bably take me out Friday
Leota said she will probably
study all weekend for her
astronomy tina1.
"I'm going to have a nervous
breakdown over the weekend,"
she said.
Patrick White, a senior

~=~d.use I'll be starving," Leota

WhJ'te saJ'd he s·-~ers
from
w.~•
much stress.
.
.. Stress has me in its complete
control," he said. "My blood
pressure goes up. and I have
several headaches."

Who Is Having Abortions?--4o. o~

Percentage distribution of abortions by age:

White said he also cannot
sleep at night and gets tired
easily.
"I get very irritable and can't
think logically," he said. "I lose
my appetite."
Students do several different
activities to relieve their stress.
In order to relieve some of his
stress, Campbell said he might
take a nap.
·
"I'll just walk away from studying for a few minutes," he
said. "I'll probably smoke about
20 cigarettes, and I might go
down South."
Brockman said he plans to
relieve his stress by mountain
biking.
"Moving to another apart·
ment is going to be another
stress reliever for me," he said.
Leota said she plans to take a
break, go for a walk and run
screaming down the halls.
"Then I'll go back and hit the
books again," she said.
White said all he needs to
relieve his stress is to get away
from Murray State, a place
where he does not have to
think.
"I just want to go somewhere,
read a good book, relax and
watch television," he said.

~--A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIF_E_ __,
~

Quilting Mania

Quilted shirts, shoes and earrings are all
indications that the 1992 Quilter's Show has
begun in Paducah.
At least 30,000 quitters and fans will attend
the eighth annual show which runs through
Sunday atthe Executive Inn. Among the attrac·
tions are a fashion show and an auction.
Admission is free to members of the American Quilter's Society and $4 for general admission.
Story on Page 3B
Source: USA TODAY

Graphic by BAYAN T. ADAMS

things to do, start with one and
firush. You'll feel more confi·
dent to move on to the next
one."
''Everybody has their own
form of relaxation, but they
should not neglect it, even if
they just go walk around the

•

Problems eating or sleeping

•

Increased use of alcohol or other drugs

•

Increased boredom and fatigue

• A general sense of "the blahs"
•

Problems making decisions; increased procrastination

•

Becoming anxious and confused over unimportant
events

•

Inability to concentrate or pay attention

•

Inability to get organized

•

Weakness, dizziness, and shortness of breath

•

Persistent angry or hostile feelings

•

Nightmares

•

Overpowering urges to run and hide or cry

•

Changes in exercise habits

•

Frequent headaches, backaches, muscle aches

• Tightness in the stomach

...

•

Frequent indigestion, diarrhea, or urination

•

Frequent colds or infections

•

Frequent accidents or minor injuries

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

Derby celebration
Kentucky crafts will be featured
among the festivities scheduled for the
1992 Governor's Derby Celebration
from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Capitol in Frankfort.
Fifty craft producers will show their
wares of quilts, baskets, contemporary
jewelry, folk art, pottery and other items.
In addition, Connie Carlton of Lawrenceburg and Phillip Payne of Brod·
head will provide demonstrations.
The celebration, which also includes
entertainment, food tents and other
special activities, is free and open to
the public.
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Beds, sun give students
their deep summer tans
By KATHY EIDSON
Reporter

The warm weather is just now
beginning, and many Murray
State University students
already have a tan. Some
students got their tans from the
sun, while others tanned
indoors.
"I go to the tanning bed an
herage of five days per week
because I think a tan just
makes you look healthier," said
Lea Fields, a sophomore art major from Mayfield.
Karyn Hubbs, a junior education major from Camden,
Tenn., said she went to Florida
over Spring 'Break and laid out
as much as possible.
But according to student
health services, both indoor
tanning and sunbathing are
very damaging to the skin.
Tanning is the leading cause
of most skin cancers, such as
melanoma.

Guidelines to protect yourself
should be followed if you are
planning to tan indoors.
According to student health
services, you should always
wear protective goggles, know
your skin type, do not overexpose and make sure any
medication taken will not cause
sensitivity to light.
Protection is the best defense
one can have against the sun's
harmful rays, student health
services officials said.
"I tan indoors, but I always
wear protective makeup on my
face so that no skin damage can
occur," Hubbs said.
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, dark glasses that do
not protect against UV rays
may worsen the condition since
by blocking visible light they
encourage the pupils to open
wider, letting in more potentially damaging UV rays.

According to student health
ser vices, a person planning to
be in the sun should wear protective clothing, sunscreen and
sunglasses that protect against
ultraviolet rays.
Other ways to p rotect
yourself when tanning include:
• Start your tan with a small
dose of sun - about 15 minutes
worth - a nd increase your exposure by a few minutes at a
time.
• Avoid being exposed to the
sun between the hours of 10
a.m. and 2 p.m.
• Apply sunscreen 30 minutes
prior to tanning.
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, cloudy, hazy days can
be deceiving because UV light
from the sun can penetrate the
clouds and be just as harmful to
your skin.

Photo by JUD COOK

Rob Dennis, a freshman chemistry maj or from Murray, catches some Inside rays at
Wolff Tanning System In · Murray.

Students search for unusual summer employment
By LIBBY FIGG
Reporter

When finals are over, one major topic is on students'
minds...summer work.
While many students settle
for flipping burgers or punching a cash register, some seek
summer jobs that are out of the
ordinary.
Stacey Phipps, a senior social
work major from Evansville,
said she worked at the
Evansville Museum of Arts and
Sciences for two ~ummers. She
worked on an exhibit called
"Dinamalion."
Phipps said " Dinnmation" is
a traveling robot exhibit that
shows dinosaurs in their

habitat. The dinosaurs were
half the size they would be in
reality and were made with
bones and skin.
Phipps said she enjoyed setting up the exhibit and meeting
the people who traveled with
the show.
"It was so different because I
did a little of everything. I enjoyed seeing the kids'reactions
when they saw the dinosaurs,"
Phipps said. "Some came out
screaming. They were scared of
them because they were so
huge. They looked real to little
kids."
Tracy Owen, a senior English
literature major from Henderson, worked last summmer as a

teaching assistant at Hotchkiss, a private school in
Lakeville, Conn.
Owen taught proficiency in
reading and writing to ninth
through twelfth graders from
Spain, France, China, Italy and
other countries.
" It was the greatest thing I
think I've ever done in my
whole life," Owen said.
Macy Cr oss, a fr eshman
special education major from
Elkton, worked as the summer
youth coordinator for Todd
County last summer.
Cross recruited economically,
physically and mentally disadvantaged people from 16 to 21
years of age for jobs in a state-

2lfpfia Omicron .Pi
thanks the brothers of
Alpha ·Tau Omega
for an awesome frog hop!

sponsored program.
Cross said her work experience was very rewarding.
"I learned a whole lot about
work relations. It was a
wonderful work learning ex·
perience," she said.
Cross said she learned a lot
about state laws, regulations
and taxes. One of her responsibilities was working with
payroll.
Cross said she I iked being
able to help others through her
job.
"If you really work, you can
help people who really need a
job," she said.
Joel Hand, a sophomore computer informaton systems rna-

jor from McEwen, Tenn., wor·ked as a chemical ,field techni·
cian for Tetra Technologies.
The company treats chemical
wastes from the Dupont plant
in New Johnsonvlle. Tenn. The
wastes are turned into brine, a
by-product used to make milk
jugs.
Hand said he liked the money
he made at Tetra Technologies.
His duties included checking
the tanks every half hour to
make sure the temperature and
consistency of the brine were
correct.
Delisa DuBose, a junior
radio/tv majol' from Burleson.
Texas, had an unusual job.

She made pies at Mindy Lu's
Fl'ied Pies in her hometown for
two months.
DuBose said she enjoyed her
job, but often had problems
remembering what kind of pie
she had baked.
She would then have to poke
a hole in the top of the pie to see
what kind it was.
Joy Dunavant, a junior
biology major from Erin, Tenn.,
worked for two summers at
Oprylnnd.
She said the thing she enjoyed most about her job was
working with other college
students.

·--------------------------------------------------------$1 $1 OFF NINE HOLES OF GOLF $1
WITH THIS COUPON
1Sullivan's
Weekday Greem Fee· $3 • $5 (18)
Weekend Greem Fee· $4 • $7 (18)
Electric Cart. $3 for 91wle. & $6 for 18 holea

Par:J

Batting Cages, Miniature Golf, Lighted Driving Range, and Lesaom
available at regular prrees.
1 112 Miles North ofMSU on Norih 16th Ext.
Phone 753-1152 for more information

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER N0. 7 · CHESTNUT STREET

753 0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

TOYOTA
ACCEPTS
DIPLOMAS
FOR CREDIT.

011 Any Cassette Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG PRICE

REG. PRICE

EXPIRES MAY 22, 1992
YOUR

/////A.AE~~~~-·

CAR STEREO SPECIALIST • CUSTOM INSTAllAT ION

Congratulations
Coach

Here's proof that your diploma is
delinitrly wonh more than the piece of
~r it's ~~onttl'n on. ln ra::L it can get
you into a ...,iJd, yet prxllCal, '92 Toy01a
PaSE·o Or anv one of our quality car.;
and trucks.
Okay. motivat.ed collegians, you can
now lake ad van taRe or the incredible
Toyota Clal.s or '92 Retail financing
f'roJlTlllll if your diploma as from a fouryear coUt'ge, graduate school or registen-d nursing program Even if you're

Stan Narewski

~

ovc

f)

Track Coach of the Year
We are proud of you!
The MSU Track Team

SEE YOUR

TOYOTA DEALER

six months away from graduation. Th~
hot ~oop: Your dream Toyota c:an be
yours for no moneydoWTl and a 90·day•
deferred payment! We ofll'r you all this
plus sptcwl College Gr7id finanre 1'71tl"'.
for even lowt'f' monthly payments. t.'llk
to your Toyota dealt•r about IPaliing.
See your neiltl'st Toyota deal~r for a
brochure WJth
TOYOTA TMCC
full detaih. and MOTOR
qualitication
CREDIT
rcQu~n'menl.l'

CORPORAllON
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Paducah welcomes Quilters
· By RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter

Do not be surprised when the
already heavy traffic in Murray
doubles the first weekend in
May.
It is only because of the
Quilters.
And do not be surprised if you
see people wearing what seems
like strange outfits such as
quilted shirts, quilted shoes
and quilted earrings.
"hey are only the Quilters.
And do not be surprised if you
see and hear "Quilt City,
U.S.A." on radios, televisions,
newspapers, billboards and
sweatshirts.
You guessed it . . . Quitters!
At least 30,000 avid quilters

and quilting fans are expected
this year at the eighth annual
American Quilter's Society
(AQS) Quilt Show. It will be
held at the Executive Inn in
Paducah from until Sunday.
Because "Quilt City, U.S.A."
is not large enough to accommodate all of the Quilters coming into the city that weekend,
guests will be staying in surrounding areas.
"Some will stay and drive
from as far as Murray," said
Victoria Faoro, executive editor
of AQS publications.
AQS began in 1984 when Bill
and Meredith Schroeder, the
founders of the society, saw a
need to promote the works of to·
day's quilters.

AROUND CAMPUS

"AQS started because Bill
and Meredith became interested in today's quilters and
wanted to do something to help
bring t he attention of other people to what those quilters were
doing and a lso to support the
Quilters," Faoro said. "Out of
that grew the idea of a member·
ship organization."
A year later, the AQS Quilt
Show began, and today there
are 70,000 members of AQS
worldwide.
This years AQS Quilt Show
features a number of events:
• a fashion show a.nd contest
• workshops
• seminars
• an awards banquet
• an auction
• lectures

Counselors prep
for new students
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter

Photo fumished by SIGMA CHI

The Sigma Chi fraternity recently donated $1 ,800 from
their " Derby Daya" events bringing their total donation to
W.A.T.C.H. for the year to $2,274.50, which Includes proceeds from their " Haunted House" activities.

Child care workshop planned
A workshop for individuals who provide care for school age
children will t ake place Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris Center.
The cost is $15 and includes lunch.

Yard sale plan ned for city
A cityWide yard sale is planned for Saturday, May 16, from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The sale will include tables by both individuals and groups.

• tours of "Quilt City, U.S.A."
• downtown Paducah window
displays
According to information sup·
plied by AQS, the "Best of
Show" quilt will be awarded
$12,000i the "Workmanship
Award" winner will receive
$10,000; and the "Best Wall
Quilt" maker will receive
$5,000.
Admission for the general
public to the AQS Quilt Show is
$4. AQS members receive free
admission.
So do not be surprised when
you get caught in the traffic
that automatically takes you to
the quilt .show.
Remember, it is only the
Quilters!

Summer Orientation, a time
for freshmen and transfer
students to learn about Murray
State University, is a rich
tradition.
Planning for each season is
intense, and the selection and
training of the counselors is an
indication of this.
"S u mmer O ri entation
counselors go t hrough extensive training to develop their
interpersonal and presentation
skills," said Lisa O'Nan, assista nt direct or of Summer
Orientation.
The selection of counselors is
also a thorough process. Each
applicant must attend Selec. trocution, which was Jan. 25.
This event forces students t o interact and prove their communication skills.
Applicants are also formally
interviewed by Summer 0
director Paul Radke and
several veteran counselors.
All CQunselors are required to
maintain a 2.75 cumulative
grade point average and
possess leadership and com-

munication skills, O'Nan said.
Twenty new counselors were
chosen for this summer. Along
w i th the 10 returning
counselors, they expect to work
with between 1,200 and 1,600
incoming students, O'Nan said.
Counselors work together
throughout the semester to
learn how to best present Murray State to the new students.
Deans from the different colleges on campus are invited to
address the counselors to ensure they are well informed on
all options provided by the
colleges.
In addition to their formal
t r aining t h roughout the
semester, counselors attend the
Southern Regional Orientation
Workshop. This year, the conference was at Georgia
Technological University from
April 3-5.
During the three Summer 0
sessions, each counselor is
responsible for a group of
freshmen, transfer students or
parents. Counselors give tours,
answer questions, explain Murray State policies and advise
students on scheduling.

Springtime brings
pride to Kentucky
By ERIC WALKER
Sports Editor

When the first weekend of ~outdoor
May rolls around, the eyes of
the world become fixed upon -:?- T"racrea~lon
the twin spires of Churchill
Downs as people prepare for
"the Run for the Roses" thoroughbred racing yearThe Kentucky Derby.
round from every major
The image of the
thoroughbred race track in
thoroughbred race horse has Kentucky," Weaver said.
been a valuable factor for
Although Bluegrass does
Kentucky, both in pride for
not
have live thoroughbred
its people and from an
racing,
Weaver said they are
economic standpoint.
Jim Carroll, an informa- trying to bring it to Padu,cah.
tion officer for the Kentucky
With free admission and
Department of Tourism, said
free parking, students also
the Commonwealth's equine
have an added incentive to
industry has been a plus for
experience the races.
Kentucky.
"During live racing when
" Through marketing
we
have 50 cent beer night, I
research we have done, we
we get half of Murray
guess
know that it is an image that
down
here,"
he said.
visitors have and it is what
Two other area tracks offer
t hey think of first when t hey
two different, yet interesting
come to Kentucky," he said.
forms of horse racing for the
According to a study done
by the University of equine enthusiast.
Louisville, last year's KenEllis Park in Henderson,
tucky Derby festivities ac· offers thoroughbred racing,
counted for $60 million to the same as Chur chill
$65 million for the city.
Downs or Keenland in
But let's not dwell on the Lexington.
economic impact that horses
Jed StafTee, assistant to
have on Kentucky, but on
Ellis Park president, said
the recreational value for its live thoroughbred racing
people.
A few lucky individuals takes place from J u ne
may be headed to Louisville 30-Sept. 7, with simulcast
racing year-round.
to witness some of t he
StafTee said horse racing
greatest equine athletes, but
has
a long and illustrious
students at ' Murray State
University do not have to history, spanning since the
look too far to enjoy a day at beginning of t ime.
R iversi d e Downs in
the races.
Bluegrass Downs in He n derson s h owcases
Paducah offers people from harness racing, yet in no
the Purchase Area the oppor- way does the fun stop.
Jack Myers, gener al
tunity to see first-hand
quarter and Arabian horse manager of Rivers id e
races and place a few bets Downs, said his track offers
racing from April 24-June 27
here and there.
Bluegrass Downs operates and Sept. 18-Nov. 21, as well
307 days a year, said owner as inter-track wagering on
and general manager Harold other horse races.
Weaver. However, actual
raees take place from Oct. This la-the .... In • ftft.part .....
about the outdoor recrMUon
8-31, Thursday-Sunday.
' ' W e s i m u 1 c a. s t available In tM am.

•

STUDENT LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Be a part of this new
organization

Learn to be a better leader
Help train your peers to be
leaders
REQUIREMENTS
2.75 GPA

Junior or Senior s~atus by Fall 92
Two r ecommendation letters
from MSU Faculty or Staff
Must possess leadership skills
Public Speaking experience a plus
ORIGINAL!

Applications available now in the
t Organizations Office, 1st floor, Curris C
or they may be picked up at one of the
informational meetings

NEW/

Now 3Great New Value Menus!

"

~

TACO'BELL8

Questions? Call Jennifer Young at 762-699
* Tax not ltdidfd

RUN FOR THE ao•R:

C 1990 Taco 8fM Corp.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
-

Soap operas offer students stress reliever
~

M~U students spend

mid-day with soaps

"I first started watching during the summer
because my sisters wouldn't let me change the
TV channel. I like soaps because they exhibit
fantasy world and you imagine that the
storylines may actually come true,'' Pagel said.

~

S'f PAMELA R. DIXON
Reporter

Eden Castillo is dead.
Nikki Abbott is having a back operation. Bo
Brady and Anna Scorpio are missing-or are
they?
If these names don't confuse you, then you are
one of the many Murray State students who
spend their afternoons watching the daytime
soap operas.
Among many people soap operas are a source of
recreation or a way to pass the hours between
study time.
Rebekah McGuire, a junior English major from
Boston, said she enjoys watching Another World
and Santa Barbara on a regular basis.
"I've been watching Another World since the
very frrst episode. I think it was in 1986. I started
watching Santa Barbara seven years ago with
my mother. Soaps help me to escape the stress
associated with everyday college living,"
McGuire said.
McGuire said she does not plan her schedule
around her soap operas, but the programs come

favorite soap opera is Days of Our Lives, and
when he is unable to watch, he videotapes it.

a

Andrew Woolridge, a senior psychology major
from Louisville, also is a Days of Our Lives fan.
He began his soap career at the age of 10 watching General Hospital.
"I really like the characters of Roman Brady
and John Black. If I miss a day it really doesn't
make the story line hard to keep up with. The
really strange part is how the characters seem to
run back and forth between life and death,"
Woolridge said.

on more than once a day so she rarely misses
them.
Shawna Thomas, a sophomore elementary
education major from Sacramento, enjoys watching her favorite soaps All My Children and
One Life to Live in Hester Hall's television room
with friends.
"I like all the melodrama that occurs. It seems

Dorm rooms are not the only place students
Illustration by MARK ADAMS gather to watch their daily soap operas. The Curria Center is usually a good place to fmd groups
like I've been watching · soaps forever. My of soap oper~ watchers, .said John. Whitta~er,
favorite character is Max on One Life to Live," who works m the Curns Center mformatlon
Thomas ~id .
booth.
These days the females are not the only people
"One of the favorites during the afternoons is
watching soap operas. More males are becoming One Life to Live. When I arrive at work about 11
active viewers.
the lounge is always crowded. Whomever gets to
Dennis Pagel, a sophomore pre-optometry rna- the lounge first decides what programs will be
jor from South Padre Island, Texas, said his shown."

Weird AI is weird ~as usual
on latest musical release

SCREAMIN' FOR
. FOOD

The Nashville-based Screamln' Cheetah Wheellea ent ertained atudentl April 23 at Cutchin
Field. The benefit concert, sponsored by the White Hall Council , ralaed both food and money
for Needllne.

Did anybody notice anything
missing in the music world between 1989 and the present?
Heavy metal? With the excep·
tion of Guns 'N' Roses, none
really sold that well.
Substance? With the popularity
of New Kids on the Block, C&C
Music Factory and especially
Milli Vanilli, that is a close
second.
No, what has really been
missing is "Weird Al"
Y ankovic. Ever since his film
debut and subsequent soundtrack album UHF flopped, we
have not had his parodies and
original comedy songs to make
us laugh.
Now, we have Off the Deep
End, a new album that follows
a familiar pattern, but it works
because it is hilarious.
If you own more than one
"Weird Al" album, you know
the pattern. If you do not, the
pattern is five parody songs,
five original humor songs and a
medley of popu\ar hits set to a
polka beat.

Blockbuster season begins late May
Although the summer officially does not begin until
June 21, the summer movie
season gets into full swing later
this month.
The blockbuster sequels are
back this year and the studios
are juggling release dates to ensure that their films get the biggest openings possible.
Lethal Weapon 3 is the .f irst of
the sure hits to be released, tentatively scheduled for May 15.
By now almost everyone has
seen the preview clip in which
Danny Glover and Mel Gibson
flee the explosion that leveled
the Orlando court house. Joe
Pesci, who has rocketed to stardom since his appearance in
Lethal Weapon 2, is also back.
Another third installment,
Alien 3, hits theaters the
following Friday. Maybe I'm
just being a male chauvinist,
but the thought of a bald

COMMENTARY

JON
FUTRELL
Staff
Wrtter

The best of the parodies on
this album is Smells Like Nirvana, a parody of Nirvana's
Smells Like Teen Spirit. Actual·
ly, Sounds Like Nirvana would
be a better title, since the song
makes fun of the band's, and
most every other artist's,
unintelligible lyrics.

two Milli Vanilli tunes, makes
the mistake of repeating too
many gags.
As for the original songs, the
best ones are on side one. Trigger Happy uses a Beach Boys
beat to spoof fanatic gun
owners. AI will definitely be on
the NRA'A hit list for this one. 1
Was Or1ly Kidding shifts from
being a ballad lo a heavy metal
cruncher in mere seconds and is
great listening.
The other originals, When I
Was Your Age, Airline Amy and
Don't You Love Me Anymore
are either too long or too banal.

Another interesting parody is
The White Stuff, which spoofs
the Kids' The Right Stuff. I
would love to see the Kids sing
Al's version of their song in con·
cert just to see if any of their
fans notice the difference.

Polko Your Eyes Out is
another medley of pop tunes
done to polka music. Just hear·
ing someone yodeling after Al
sings lyrics from Bell Biv
Devoe's Do Me makes it great.

I Can't Watch This (Hammer's U Can't Touch This) and
Taco Grande (Gerardo's Rico
Suave) are also great, but The
Plumbing Song, which spoofs

Half the songs on Offthe Deep
End are not that great. With
the other half great, that gives
it a better batting average than
most serious albums.

SPOTLIGHT

weeks to find out anything you (Shore and Sean Astin of Toy
ever wanted to know about the Soldiers) who unearth a
film. Expect to see the return of caveman in their backyard. The
Five professional artists were selected to serve as the faculthe T-shirts as well.
caveman, still somehow alive,
ty for the Kentucky Institute for Arts in Education program
Although, unfortunately, it is follows them to high school and
at Murray State. The two-week seminar will instruct parnot nearly as violent as the title makes them popular in some I ,, ticipants in creative writing, visual arts, dance, music and
implies, Honey, I Blew up the twisted way. It is scheduled to
drama.
Kid should be released around come out May 22.
The faculty includes Constance Alexander, the president of
The star-infested A League of
July 17. This time instead of
Intex Communications of Murray; Lisa Payne Austin, the
shrinking his family, Rick Their Own hits theaters July 8.
owner of One Sky Pottery in Louisville; Karen Blazer, the arMoranis enlarges one of them, Filmed in Evansville, Ind., it is
tistic director for the Jackson Purchase Dance Company;
instead of the more crowd pleas· the story of.the Women's ProJanet Caldwell, an elementary school music teacher and
ing explosion of the child. As fessional Baseball League that
assistant marching band director in the Henderson County
one of about two people I know existed during World War II as
school system; and James I. Schempp, associate professor in
who did not see its predecessor, many Major League players
the department of speech communication and theatre at
I don't really know what to entered the service. It features
MSU.
Tom Hanks, Geena Davis and
expect.
Participants in the KIAE may register for Education 650 to
There are tons of other Madonna, among others.
earn three semester hours of graduate credit. Applications
Other releases include
movies out there from which to
for the program, which runs from June 15-26, will be acchoose, movies that may not RoboCop 3 and Pet Semetary 2,
cepted until May 15.
achieve huge box office success, Eddie Murphy's return to the
but should be worth the price of screen in Boomerang. Kid 'N
Play's latest effort titled A
admission anyway.
Encino Man marks Pauly Class Act and a film that bears
Shore's film debut. The movie mentioning just because of its
A series of free concerts and recitals begins today with
tells the story of two teenagers title, Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
Jason Ing, a trombon ist, presenting a junior recital at 8 p.m.
in Annex Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
A keyboard competition for regional middle and high
school students will be Saturday from 9 a .m. to 6 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The Doyle Fine Arts Center will house two recitals Sunday.
Tim Barnett, saxophone, and Jonathon Willis, piano, will
present a recital at 2 p.m. in the Annex Recital Hall. Joe
Plucknet, percussionist, will present a senior recital in the
Farrell Recital Hall at 3:30 p.m.
Preparatory string students will present a solo recital in
Farrel Recital Hall at 2 p.rtl., May 10.

KIAE instructors chosen

KRIS
LAWRENCE
Assistant
Sports
Editor

Sigourney Weaver running
around blowing up aliens just
doesn't make me want to shell
out five bucks.

Patriot Games, the sequel to
The Hunt for Red October, sees
Harrison Ford taking over for
Alec Baldwin, who had a prior
Broadway commitment. The
film is scheduled for a June 5
release.
Batman Returns is due out
June 19. Just tum on a television sometime in the next six

CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD

GONE MAD

Free concerts scheduled

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Student Art Exhibit. Baccalaureate exhibition of rubbersmlthing by
David Gobert and hardline sculpture by John E. Watts, May 8-29,
Eapte Gallery. Ooyt13 Fine Arts Center. Free admission .

A glimpse into the enterta~nment world

~

